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the cloud
How the cloud computing revolution is
transforming business as we know it
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The internet of things is transforming
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Rob Bernard is taking on a new challenge
leading Microsoft’s CityNext initiative
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The journey
to the cloud
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hoosing our feature topic for this first issue of OnWindows was really very easy.
Today, cloud computing is at the very top of the agenda for business technology
executives in every sector and region throughout the world. And it’s likely to
remain there until it reaches that point of ubiquity when it underpins everything we do,
and we simply take it for granted.
Having spent the last three years running Microsoft’s Cloud and Enterprise group,
Satya Nadella is now at the helm as the company strides towards the establishment
of an ubiquitous cloud that will support all the applications, services, devices and
platforms used in the everyday operation of large organisations and throughout our
personal and working lives.
It has been fascinating to hear his insights as that journey unfolds, and to learn how
Microsoft, its partners and customers are now exploiting the vast potential of the cloud,
with innovative solutions that are transforming the way in which products and services
are created and delivered to end consumers.
So, with our head in the clouds – not in its usual metaphorical sense, of course – we’re
delighted to be able to share some insight into this transformation with you in this
brand new magazine.
OnWindows takes on the considerable task
of replacing the four industry-focused
magazines – Finance on Windows, Prime,
Speak and Touch – that our team has published in partnership with Microsoft for
over fifteen years.

SPEAK

“Windows 10 represents the
first step of a whole new
generation of Windows”
Terry Myerson, Microsoft

MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY IN RETAIL, CONSUMER INDUSTRIES AND HOSPITALITY

WINTER 2014

Experience at the core
Dassault Systèmes on putting the consumer experience at
the very core of retailers’ strategies

Mobile first, cloud first | Delivering applications via the cloud on every device
In-store engagement | Connecting the physical with the virtual
NRF preview | Trends and developments to watch out for at the 2015 event

With this new magazine – alongside our
Global Outlook guides, the OnWindows
website, app and social media – our aim is
to consider some of the biggest questions
faced by technology decision-makers in
large organisations around the world, providing information and insight into the enterprise technology landscape, with coverage across all industries.
We hope you enjoy the read.
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Great moments in product decision-making.
An automaker releases a new sensation...
because an engineer re-used an old design.
Siemens PLM Software: Smarter decisions, better products.

Every great product is the product of great decisions. Not just
the big defining moments, but the millions of decisions that
lead up to them. Anyone can make the decision that makes
the difference in your product’s success. The engineer in
Evansville. The machinist in Munich. The supplier in Shanghai.
For leading companies throughout the world, Siemens PLM
Software is an essential platform for collaborative product
decision-making. Our solutions give everyone involved in
making your products “high-definition PLM.” HD-PLM
ensures that people get the information they need, when
they need it—with absolute clarity—to make more informed
decisions faster.
No matter what industry you’re in—automotive or
aerospace, electronics or energy, marine or medical, machinery and more—Siemens PLM Software helps you make the
smart decisions that go into making great products.
Learn more at siemens.com/plm.

Siemens PLM Software provides a common decision-making
platform that understands the cross-functional dependencies in
your product lifecycle process. This helps ensure that everyone gets
the information they need in the proper context to make more
informed product decisions.

Answers for industry.
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S AT YA N A D E L L A
Having made significant
changes since he took the helm
at Microsoft last year, we find
out more about Satya Nadella’s
vision for the company and his
aspirations for the future
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PA R T N E R S

Microsoft is the world leader in software, services
and solutions that help people and businesses
realise their full potential.
P U B L I S H I N G PA R T N E R S

Accenture is a global management consulting, technology
services and outsourcing company, with more than 223,000
people serving clients in more than 120 countries.

Dell empowers countries, communities, customers
and people everywhere to use technology to realise
their dreams.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company,
provides businesses and people with virtual universes to
imagine sustainable innovations.

Siemens PLM Software is a leading global provider of
product lifecycle management software and services with
more than 77,000 customers worldwide.

Intel is a world leader in computing innovation. The
company designs and builds the essential technologies that
serve as the foundation for the world’s computing devices.

Veeam provides solutions that deliver Availability for the
Modern Data Center, which provides recovery time and
point objectives of < 15 minutes for all applications and data.

SPONSORS

A N A LY S T S A N D I N D U S T R Y O R G A N I S AT I O N S
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Microsoft extends
and enhances Azure
Azure Batch, Azure Automation and Azure Government are among the raft of updates
Microsoft has made to its hyper-scale, enterprise-grade, hybrid cloud platform

I

n the last quarter of 2014, Microsoft
demonstrated how it is reimagining
and reinventing productivity by
introducing a series of new services and
updates for its Azure cloud platform.
Notable developments include
the availability of new services such
as Azure Automation and Azure
Batch – designed to make it easier
for companies to burst into the cloud
to manage complex tasks – as well
as the release of the Azure G-series
of virtual machines – the company’s
largest virtual machine available in
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the public cloud to date. Together
with Azure Premium Storage, these
new releases will deliver the scale
and performance necessary for
enterprises and developers to run the
most demanding workloads in the
cloud in the easiest possible manner.
“The enterprises of today and
tomorrow demand a cloud platform
that is reliable, scalable and flexible,”
said Nadella. “With more than 80%
of the Fortune 500 on the Microsoft
cloud, we are delivering the
industry’s most complete cloud – for

every business, every industry and
every geography.”
Microsoft has also expanded its
cloud partner ecosystem to more
than 100 countries, giving customers
access to more than 50 solutions from
over 30 partners. These partners can
be sourced via a new unified platform
– Azure Marketplace – and include
Veeam Software, which now offers its
Cloud Connect as a pre-configured
Microsoft Azure Certified for Virtual
Machines solution. Hadoop vendor
Hortonworks has also joined the

Azure Batch enables customers to deploy
scale-out jobs, while Azure Marketplace

EXTENDING AZURE

provides an ecosystem of cloud partners

Microsoft has introduced several
updates to the Azure platform,
designed to help customers automate
and streamline IT operations, enhance
security and, ultimately, become more
productive. Key updates include:
Azure Automation
Now generally available, the cloud-based
solution automates time-consuming
tasks across Azure and third-party
environments, reducing the risk associated
with repetitive manual processes.
Azure Batch
Customers can leverage Azure Batch
to deploy scale-out jobs and access
thousands of cores to solve complex
problems without the need for
infrastructure investment.
Azure Operational Insights
Bringing together Azure, HDInsight and
Microsoft System Center, the solution
captures and analyses machine data
across cloud environments, turning it
into actionable insights.
Azure Operational Insights
Bringing together Azure, HDInsight and
Microsoft System Center, the solution
captures and analyses machine data
across cloud environments, turning it
into actionable insights.

Azure Marketplace and integrated its
Data Platform with Azure, while IBM
and Microsoft partnered to provide
their respective enterprise software
on Microsoft Azure and IBM Cloud.
Microsoft has also established
a Cloud Platform System (CPS),
which is powered by pre-integrated
software and hardware from
Dell. CPS brings together Azure,
Windows Server and Microsoft
System Center to deliver an ‘Azureconsistent cloud in a box’ with the
control of an on-premises appliance.

“Our ecosystem is the backbone
of our cloud platform, and
our embrace of open source
technologies is at the heart,” said
Scott Guthrie, executive vice
president of Cloud and Enterprise
at Microsoft. “By helping to create
an open platform powered by choice
and flexibility, we are enabling the
enterprises and developers of today
and tomorrow to connect with
each other and create new business
opportunities in the mobile-first,
cloud-first world.”

Azure Government
Microsoft’s Azure Government
platform and Dynamics CRM Online
for Government is now available in
the US. Designed to work with Office
365 Government, the platforms help
government agencies to integrate
on-premises, cloud and data systems
by hosting services, data networks
and storage in Microsoft data centres
across the US. This enables agencies
to run their systems in Microsoft’s
government cloud, public cloud or
their own data centres.
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Microsoft brings cloud services to more countries
To meet the growing demand for cloud computing, Microsoft has extended its Azure platform and
other cloud services to several new geographies, making it operational in 19 regions around the world
by the end of 2014. New global developments include:
J A PA N
Microsoft is extending its public
cloud services to include Office 365
and Dynamics CRM Online in its
data centres in Japan. Azure is also
available in two data centres in the
Japan East and West regions.

CHINA

US
Rackspace now supports Microsoft’s
cloud platform, which includes
Hyper-V, System Center, Windows
Server, and Windows Azure Pack, in
all of its US data centres.

Azure HDInsight is now available in China,
making Microsoft the first global cloud
provider to have a publicly available cloud
Hadoop-as-a-service offering in the country.

AUSTRALIA
Microsoft is to deliver Office 365 and Dynamics
CRM Online from data centres in New South
Wales and Victoria, Australia by the end of
March 2015. The move follows the launch of
local Azure GEO services in October 2014.

RESEARCH

Majority of apps will be on hybrid cloud within three years
Companies of all sizes predict that more than 50% of their applications and services will be deployed on h
 ybrid cloud
infrastructures within an average of three years, according to an Avanade study. However, many are still unable to identify the
basic benefits of hybrid cloud platforms and still consider security, privacy and costs as the main implementation barriers.
Avanade’s Global Study: Hybrid Cloud – From Hype to Reality pursuing a hybrid cloud strategy by 2015 study, which
surveyed 1,000 global executives, also highlighted that:

42% of organisations
currently have a hybrid cloud
strategy in place

730 of the companies

that currently have hybrid
cloud infrastructures still need
to implement cloud-native apps
and management platforms
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770 C-level executives

believe hybrid cloud networks would
give their companies a competitive
advantage, allowing them to focus on
core growth opportunities

75% of C-level executives

will prioritise developing a hybrid
cloud implementation strategy in 2015

650 respondents

would immediately downsize all their
data centres in favour of public or hybrid
cloud-based solutions if possible

39% of companies

believe security, customisation and flexibility
are the key advantages of deploying the
hybrid cloud over public-only models
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forecasting and demand prediction.
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ACQUISITIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Dropbox and Office unite
All Microsoft Office users with Dropbox
accounts can now leverage Office apps to
edit, sync, manage and share files directly
from their Dropbox and Microsoft Office
accounts. The sharing capabilities will be
included in the Dropbox and Office apps on
mobile devices, and will be available on both
the Dropbox website and Office Online in
2015. The Dropbox app will also be available
on Windows Phone and tablets.

Dynamics CRM 2015 bridges gap
between sales and marketing

Key features in the latest version
of Microsoft Dynamics CRM
include Microsoft Dynamics
Marketing, which introduces a
Sales Collaboration Panel allowing
sellers to provide input into
campaigns and targeting, plus a
new interactive marketing calendar
and integrated Lync webinars. The
solution also features a graphical

marketing workflow, and the ability
to recommend, up-sell and cross-sell
across product families.
Designed to break down the
silos between sales and marketing
teams to deliver personalised
customer experiences, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2015 is now
available online and on premise in
130 global markets.

MICROSOFT SURFACE

Acompli to boost e-mail productivity
Microsoft has acquired Acompli, a
provider of mobile e-mail apps for
iOS and Android, to expedite its
efforts to deliver the full Office suite
and cross-platform apps to mobile
devices running on various operating
systems. The apps centralise e-mail
management, enabling users to
find important messages, schedule
meetings, and work with attachments.
Bringing machine learning
to cyber security
Microsoft has acquired security solutions
developer Aorato to provide customers
with better protection against cyber
threats, data theft and fraud. Available as
enterprise services in hybrid on-premise
and cloud environments, Aorato’s solutions
use machine-learning capabilities to detect
suspicious activity in a company’s Windows
Server Active Directory
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Commercial airline deploys
Surface Pro 3
Austrian Airlines has selected
Microsoft Surface Pro 3 tablets to
eliminate paper-based processes
and improve pilot efficiency, both
in the cockpit and on the ground.
The airline has replaced heavy
laptops with around 950 Surface
Pro 3 devices running Windows
8.1 as part of the electronic
flight bags issued to each pilot.
Following approval from the
Austrian Civil Aviation Authority,
the airline also plans to equip its
80 aircraft with the devices and
accompanying wall mounts. These
mounts connect with onboard
power and data systems, for a
three-month EFB-operation with
paper backup.

DASSAULT SYSTÈMES 3D STRATEGY

Seasalt adopts K3 ax|is fashion
UK-based fashion retailer and design
company Seasalt is to adopt K3
Retail’s proprietary software ax|is
fashion to help suppliers to manage
the retail supply chain.
Built on the Microsoft Dynamics AX
platform, ax|is fashion will provide
Seasalt’s head office with real-time
visibility and control over the supply
chain from a single point. It will also
function as a platform for growth as
the company continues to expand its
physical and online presence.

Dassault Systèmes released various updates
over the last quarter of 2014 as part of
its 3DEXPERIENCE strategy. It launched
SOLIDWORKS 2015, a new version of its
3D design software applications portfolio,
and two industry solution experiences
for mining – Lean Mine Construction
and Perfect Mine and Plant. Some other
notable developments include:

Engineered to Fly
Launched in November, the Engineered
to Fly solution is designed to help
small- and medium-sized aerospace
and defence suppliers maintain digital
continuity and increase productivity
throughout the bid, design engineering,
manufacturing and delivery stages.
Link&Go
Last November, Dassault Systèmes joined
with its partner Akka Technologies to
showcase its Link&Go autonomous and
connected concept car for the first time
at the Michelin Challenge Bibendum
Global Summit in China.

Dell highlights how to keep
employees happy
Providing employees with access to technology and devices is key to ensuring
a happy, productive and engaged workforce, according to Dell and Intel.
Dell’s 2014 Global Evolving Workforce Study indicated that employees are
generally optimistic about using technology and that employers should
provide them with seamless access to data and apps on any device, and
guarantee device security. The study also revealed:

25%

of employees worldwide
would consider taking a new position if
it provided better technology that helps
them be more productive

76% of employees

said technology had
an influence on their
workstyle in 2014

Living Heart Project
The Living Heart Project, which uses
simulated 3D hearts to help diagnose
and treat heart diseases, surpassed 30
contributing member organisations in 2014.
Plus, the first realistic 3D heart simulator
was tested in beta and a collaborative
research agreement was established with
the US Food and Drug Administration

46%

highlighted that
technology had increased their
productivity and enabled them to
communicate faster

87% believed that laptops will be
92%

replaced by tablets in future

expected voice-recognition
capabilities to replace keyboards and mice

Siemens PLM extends Bentley
Systems partnership
Siemens PLM Software has extended
its partnership with Bentley Systems
to boost the productivity of product
lifecycle management design and
process planning engineers.
The companies have integrated
Bentley Systems’ point-cloud building
information modelling advancement
with the process simulation tools in

Siemens PLM’s Tecnomatix software for
3D digital factory automation solutions.
Key benefits include the ability
to carry out continuous immersive
scanning in industrial plants,
improved project and asset
performance, and increased
industrial agility by enabling shorter
product and process design cycles.
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Digital to challenge insurers
In 2015, insurers worldwide must capitalise on emerging technologies
to reinvent dated operating models and product delivery channels, and
meet market demands, according to KMPG International. Key findings
from the Transforming Insurance report showed that:

108% more insurers

want to use digital technology
to enter new markets in the next
three years, compared with the
previous three years

43% more respondents

plan to use digital means to deliver
new products and services

69% more companies

66%

plan to use digital technologies to optimise their
supply chains

will extend their digital strategy
beyond their website

33% of insurers

will align their digital initiatives
with their strategic objectives

FORRESTER RESEARCH’S PREDICTIONS 2015

Telecoms Will Struggle To Align To The CIO’s
BT Agenda report predicts that the traditional
telecommunications (telco) business model
will transform significantly next year. Dan
Bieler, principal analyst on Forrester’s Business
Technology Futures team, predicts that by
2015 and beyond:
1. The telco business model will focus on
enabling critical infrastructures, rather than
sustaining the operational efficiency of
network infrastructures
2. Mobile broadband will offer telcos the
opportunity to develop collaborative
customer engagement and flexible
workspace solutions
3. While the minority of telecos will
successfully reinvent their business models
to enter new market segments, the majority
will be acquired or cease trading, thus
driving consolidation

INTERVIEW

Personal customer experiences key for retailers
Sahir Anand, vice president of research and principal analyst at EKN Research,
outlined the trends and technologies that will shape the retail industry in 2015
What key retail trends do you
think will emerge in 2015?
Developing contextualised stores and
personalising customer services will be
the main mega trend in 2015. Retailers
will deploy analytics and messaging
tools for mobile locationing and
wearable devices, sensors and other
contextual in-store technologies to
help them achieve this.
The growth of omni-channel
business models, improving inventory
management and order fulfilment
capabilities, and developing mobile
payments platforms and solutions will
continue in 2015.
What will be the top business
priorities for retailers?
Retailers need to develop a unified
view of each customer and inventory
to identify what technology, in-store
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services and interactive methods are
most important to them. This will be
key to prioritising investments.
Many retailers will also look to
establish partnerships and M&As with
others in the sector to help improve
their own operations, or to create
exclusive product offerings and provide
cross-sell and up-sell opportunities.
What technology developments
will have the most impact?
Any technology or devices that increase
brand engagement, personalise the
customer journey, digitise operations,
drive loyalty, or allow retailers to
experiment with the ideal store format
will be popular in 2015.

“Personalising customer services will be
the main mega trend in 2015”

INTERVIEW

Manufacturers will become more customer centric
Kimberly Knickle explained how customer-facing technologies will help
manufacturers to drive profitability and productivity
IDC Manufacturing Insights’
FutureScape: Worldwide
Manufacturing 2015 Predictions
report indicated that complex value
chains, support for continuing
emerging market growth, customer
centricity, ubiquitous connectivity
and data-driven insights will shape
the manufacturing industry over the
next few years.
Looking beyond the core financial
priorities, Kimberly Knickle,
programme director at IDC
Manufacturing Insights, predicted
that increasing customer centricity
and improving product quality will
be two of the industry’s key goals.
“Around 75% of manufacturers
will invest in customer-facing
technologies in 2015,” said Knickle.
“If a manufacturer becomes more

in tune with what their customers
want, that should automatically drive
revenue, reduce production costs and
improve productivity.”
Knickle also highlighted that the
industry cloud will have a significant
impact on the manufacturing industry.
“Not only will it allow manufacturers
to create a digital network that
supports the supply and value chain, it
will also enable them to improve data
sharing and collaboration with other
companies,” she said. “In addition, it
could be used to develop a commercial
channel to sell or deliver products to
customers, or a platform for social
networks to interact with consumers.”

“Manufacturers will invest in
customer-facing technologies in 2015”

Big data and IoT to lead government spend
The IDC Government Insights Worldwide Government 2015 Predictions report predicts that political, economic,
social, environmental and legal factors will force governments across the globe to turn to big data analytics tools,
internet of things (IoT) and cloud platforms to help them become customer-centric, smart cities in 2015 and
beyond. The study also showed that:

25%

of government spend will be used to
capitalise on the IoT by 2018 as governments seek to
become smart cities

20%

of governments will be driven to invest
in predictive IT solutions to prevent, manage, and
mitigate damage and loss as a result of natural
hazards by 2018

50%

of governments across the globe will invest
in cloud, big data and collaborative systems to develop
collective knowledge initiatives by 2017

50%

of big data analytics investments will focus on
citizen services, public health, Smart Cities, and reducing
fraud and waste by 2020

15%

of IT and programmatic budgets will be
allocated to institutionalised big data analytics and
threat intelligence by 2017 due to crime, terrorism,
and cyber threats

40%

of employees will use multiple form factors
on a daily basis including smartphones, tablets, hybrid
and wearable devices by 2020
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C O V E R S TO R Y

The cloud

revolution
Cloud computing has evolved. It is now empowering organisations across
every industry and in every geography to achieve more. Microsoft is at
the forefront of these developments, driving forward with a complete
cloud offering that gives customers more choice and flexibility
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y D A N S C H L I T Z K U S

T

he growth of the cloud in recent years
has been one of the IT industry’s biggest
success stories. Today it is transforming
business processes and facilitating new ways
for organisations to work, connect and collaborate. According to a new report, The Impact of
Cloud, by the Economist Intelligence Unit, “it is
a revolution in the way information is stored and
shared that could prove as disruptive to business
practices as the advent of computing itself.”
A recent study by Dell highlights just how applauded the technology has become. Nearly every
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IT decision-maker surveyed for its Global Technology Adoption Index said their company either
uses or plans to use cloud solutions. The findings
also show a strong correlation between cloud use
and company growth. Of those using cloud, 72%
of organisations surveyed experienced 6% growth
or more in the last three years. This is in sharp
contrast with companies not using cloud, where
just 24% have growth rates of 6% or more, and
37% experienced either zero or negative growth.
This global shift toward the cloud comes at a
time when everything we do centres around

both m
 obility and data. Ericsson’s latest Mobility
Report reveals that smartphones alone generate
2.1 exabytes of data per month, while PCs, tablets and mobile routers together account for 1.1
exabytes. What’s more, according to IDC, the
internet of things will result in at least 20 billion
connected devices within five years – and trillions of devices beyond that.
“We are well and truly in this mobile-first,
cloud-first world,” said Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella in a recent Cloud Briefing in San Francisco.
“And when we say ‘mobile-first,’ what we mean

by that is the mobility of the individual experience. It is not about the mobility of the device,
but it’s the mobility of the experiences that you
as individuals interact with in your digital life
and work every day, from the sensors to the
small screens to the large screens.”
This ‘experience mobility’ is down to the
cloud’s ability to orchestrate mobility and
power it with intelligence. “It has the ability
to reason over all of the data and bring the
ubiquitous computing fabric and this power
to help those experiences light up across all of
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these devices,” Nadella said. “That’s what we
mean by a mobile-first, cloud-first world.”
It’s in this new operating environment that
Microsoft is committed to staying ahead.

“Microsoft’s strategy is to provide customers

with cloud computing platforms that deliver
the scale, enterprise performance and hybrid
capabilities across customer data centres, partner clouds and Microsoft Azure,” explains Jason
Zander, Microsoft’s chief vice president for the
Microsoft Azure team.
The company has been rapidly innovating, and
has shipped more than 300 new cloud-related
features and services in the last year alone.
In October 2014, Nadella, along with Cloud
and Enterprise executive vice president Scott
Guthrie, showcased how Microsoft is delivering
the industry’s most complete cloud that helps enterprises and start-ups thrive in the mobile-first,
cloud-first world with announcements such as
the general availability of the Azure Australia
region, new G-Series Virtual Machine series,
Azure Premium Storage, Cloud Platform System and a new Azure Marketplace with partners
such as Cloudera and CoreOS.
Meanwhile, in November 2014, at TechEd
Europe, Microsoft announced new offerings

for IT professionals and developers to innovate
in a mobile-first, cloud-first world. These solutions include Microsoft Azure Batch, Azure
Operational Insights, mobile device manage
ment for Office 365 and much more.
The company is also applying its cloud developments to well-established business solutions such as Microsoft Dynamics. “To better
engage with their customers, businesses are
looking to the cloud for greater collaboration
and the right insights to help them be more
productive,” said Microsoft Business Solutions
executive vice president Kirill Tatarinov in his
opening keynote at the sold-out C
 onvergence
2014 Europe conference. “Microsoft is reimagining and reinventing productivity by harnessing the power of the cloud through a flexible platform in Azure, a cloud productivity
suite in Office 365 and customer-centric business applications delivered through M
 icrosoft

Dynamics solutions that are helping organisations transform the way they engage with customers and run their business.”
The result of all of these investments, Zander
believes, is something quite extraordinary.

“Microsoft is committed to moving its
enterprise customers to the cloud in a
way that makes sense for their business”
“Our approach to the cloud spans three areas
that, when combined, give customers the most
choice and flexibility with the cloud,” he says.
“These are: hyper-scale infrastructure; hybrid
differentiation; and an enterprise-grade experience across both our infrastructure and higher
level services on top.”
In terms of hyper-scale infrastructure, Microsoft
is investing in the construction of new data centres
around the globe. By the start of 2015, Azure will
be available in 19 regions worldwide – more than
any other public cloud provider. “This is important
because, without hyper-scale, organisations can’t
reach their customers,” Zander explains.
Hybrid differentiation is also key as, for many
organisations, hybrid is the best onramp to
cloud. “Microsoft is committed to moving its
enterprise customers to the cloud in a way that
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makes sense for their business,”
says Zander. “Flexibility is important – if customers want to move
workloads to the cloud or keep
it on premise, Microsoft enables
that to happen. This is an important point of differentiation as
other providers make this an
either/or scenario.”
An enterprise-grade platform
also needs to be secure, compliant and open to offer customers
choice across a range of programming
languages and tools. “Microsoft delivers on all of these facets from delivering
a secure and compliant cloud for customers, to supporting multiple operating systems,
programming languages and tools, providing
flexibility and choice,” Zander explains. “Package all these pieces up and Microsoft is offering
the most complete platform so that customers
have the infrastructure, the platform, and the
custom-made solutions in one cloud.”
It’s this unique position in the market that
Nadella was keen to speak about back at

the Microsoft Cloud Briefing. “Azure is our
hyper-scale cloud that’s also part of Microsoft
Cloud,” he said. “We also enable true hybrid
and private cloud deployments. So this coming
together of hyper-scale cloud infrastructure

that even extends to the edge by supporting
private cloud and hybrid cloud deployments,
and powers the ubiquitous SaaS applications
in Office 365 and Dynamics, is something that
only Microsoft does. That’s the uniqueness of
our Microsoft Cloud offering.”
Perhaps the best way to illustrate the potential
of the Microsoft Cloud offering is to highlight
the wide variety of applications that are already
in existence. Take British fashion designer Paul
Smith, for example. The organisation has been
using Azure to virtualise more than 80% of its
servers, improve data centre density by 200%
and save more than £840,000 (US$1.4 million)
in IT costs in one year. It also reduced recovery
time from 48 hours to 5 minutes for its mission-critical applications.
Meanwhile, global automotive company
Mazda has leveraged the cloud in its North
American operations. Using a hybrid solution
based on Azure, the organisation has achieved
more reliable, real-time data protection and
can restore data in minutes. It has eliminated
back-up work for engineers and reduced data
protection costs by 95%.
And it’s not just businesses that are leveraging
the cloud; whole cities are using it too. The City
of San Francisco, for example, is using Office
365 to empower its workforce and to help with
disaster recovery. San Jose is using Microsoft
Cloud to facilitate mobility. And Barcelona is
leveraging Dynamics to not only achieve better
communication and collaboration for its police
force and firefighters, but to get better business
insights and improve identity, security, and device management.
In addition to all of this, Microsoft is making
Azure compute power available to the research
community, and has recently been involved in
helping to find a cure for Ebola. “We have some
tools that Microsoft Research has built to be able
to do vaccine discovery,” said Microsoft CEO
Satya Nadella in a recent Cloud Briefing in San
Francisco. “And so we want to take all of that and
make it available for the research community
as the industry, government and everyone else
comes together to be able to tackle the challenge

British fashion design firm Paul Smith
has used Azure to virtualise more than
80% of its servers, saving more than
£840,000 in IT costs in one year
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of Ebola. So that’s just another example of how
we believe that companies like ours can help in
tackling some of the challenges that we as a society are faced with.”
Looking ahead, there are no signs that
Microsoft’s investment in the cloud will wane
anytime soon. “We will continue to evolve our
cloud strategy to fit in with Satya Nadella’s mission to ‘reinvent productivity to empower every
person and every organisation on the planet to
do more and achieve more,” says Zander. “For
example, we will expand our Azure data centre
footprint and increase capacity in existing regions. We will launch new higher level services,
including Azure Machine Learning that currently is in preview. We will expand our hybrid

“Our vision is to give customers choice
and enable them to reap the full benefits
of cloud computing - including flexibility,
scalability and cost-efficiencies”
solutions with new services such as S torSimple,
InMage as well as our server products all offering cloud tiering, and we will expand our sales
efforts to drive growth. Our long-range vision
is to give customers choice and enable them
to reap the full benefits of cloud computing –
including flexibility, scalability and cost efficiencies – both now and in the future.”

PA R T N E R S P O T L I G H T

Cloud collaborations
Microsoft is joining forces with a number of leading
enterprise technology partners to further extend its
reach into the cloud. One such example comes from its
collaboration with Dell to create the Microsoft Cloud
Platform System (CPS).
“Service providers, large enterprise customers and
government organisations have been telling us they are
ready to make the migration to private cloud or to grow
their cloud offerings, but the complexity of designing,
building, scaling and supporting home-grown
architectures and meeting user-ready deployment
timelines can be challenging,” said Jimmy Pike, vice
president, senior fellow and chief architect at Dell.
“This is where the Microsoft CPS powered by Dell
can help. CPS is a pre-validated, ready-to-run Azureconsistent cloud in a box infrastructure delivered to the
data centre as an efficient Dell appliance. As Microsoft’s
CPS hardware partner, we are working hand-in-hand
with Microsoft to help customers accelerate time to
value while lowering the risk and time required to
deploy cloud infrastructure.”
Meanwhile, Microsoft has worked with Avanade
to create its Hybrid Cloud Solution for Microsoft
Azure (for more information turn to page 24). “Azure
is a phenomenal public cloud platform with great
services on both the infrastructure and platform as
a service side,” says Mick Slattery, EVP of the hybrid
cloud business at Avanade. “But I think that actually
Microsoft is the true differentiator. That’s because of
the on-premise piece as well as the public cloud piece.

Together, we are unlocking the power of Microsoft in
the private cloud in the on-premise world – the existing
estates that customers have – and bringing both of
those together. For me, hybrid cloud is about allowing
customers to take full advantage of both parts of the
equation, and that’s what we’re focused on doing.”
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INTERVIEW

Hybrid: the next
wave in cloud
Accenture, Avanade and Microsoft have recently launched a solution that is
designed to help businesses more easily manage their private and public cloud environments.
Mick Slattery at Avanade talks to us about why hybrid is the future
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

A

ccording to Avanade’s 2014 Global Study:
Hybrid Cloud – From Hype to Reality, today
more than three-quarters of C-level leaders
believe hybrid cloud will give them a competitive
advantage and allow them to focus on core growth
opportunities. What’s more, 69% believe that it
should be one of the biggest areas of focus for their
company in 2015. The trouble is, many don’t know
what hybrid cloud really is, or how to deploy it.
“While people view cloud as strategic and hybrid
cloud as next wave, the enterprises that we talked
to for our survey don’t fully understand what hybrid cloud is yet and they don’t necessarily have
the skills or tools to bring it alive,” explains Mick
Slattery, Avanade EVP, Hybrid Cloud business.
“That’s because it’s new. Customers haven’t taken
their organisations to the cloud, so there’s some
lack of knowledge and uncertainty. There’s a bit
of a fear factor too, especially around security. So
even though businesses realise that cloud needs to
become a priority, it’s surprising how many don’t
yet have a plan or strategy in place for it.”
To make it easier for businesses to deploy cloud
services across their organisations, in December 2014, Accenture, Avanade and Microsoft
unveiled a jointly funded and developed hybrid
cloud platform.
The Accenture Hybrid Cloud Solution for Microsoft Azure integrates and builds on key capabilities
from the three companies to help enterprises deliver ‘everything as a service’. This includes bringing together the Microsoft Azure cloud platform,
as well as Windows Server with Hyper-V, System
Center and Azure Pack, which are designed to run
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in customer data centres; the Accenture Cloud Platform for managing the cloud environment end to
end; plus professional services and expertise from
Accenture and Avanade to assist with deployments.
Explaining the rationale behind the solution
offering, Slattery, says that the aim is to help
businesses understand how they can use the
cloud as a strategic weapon. “It is not only about
giving enterprises the tools and the technology to seamlessly manage the private and public
cloud environment, and unlock a new set of use
cases, applications and ways of responding to
digital business needs, but it’s also about putting
services around that solution to help enterprises
take advantage of its full potential,” he says.
The key to this is enabling businesses to easily manage both private and public cloud workloads from one place.

“I use the analogy of a single pane of glass,” says
Slattery. “How can I see the workloads that I’ve got
on both my public and private cloud using a common set of tools so that I can make decisions about
which workloads I want where? Customers want to
be able to manage and govern those workloads and
then automatically manage the distribution and
movement of them.”
Once they have these capabilities in place, companies can then develop applications to truly leverage cloud-native capabilities. “If we can enable
businesses to build applications that extend what
they‘ve got into the cloud, leveraging new cloud
services such as internet of things and data analytics, then we can help them accelerate how they
respond to their business needs,” says Slattery.
Freeport-McMoRan, an international natural resource company, is already piloting the Accenture
Hybrid Cloud Solution for Microsoft Azure to prototype a new industrial internet of things platform
to improve its mining operations. Its aim is to enable
operations supervisors to analyse and react to near
real-time situations in the mine, allowing them to
take immediate action on items that impact mine
production, which ultimately drives revenue.
“As our business makes the transformation to
digital mining, we are looking to capture the
benefits of hybrid cloud and engaged Accenture
and Microsoft to explore how we can accelerate
our journey,” said Bertrand Odinet, VP and CIO
at the company, in a press release.
Avanade is also working with a large industrial
products company, which is interested in delivering IT as a consumable service in order to increase
agility and meet customer requirements. Through
this project, Avanade is helping the enterprise to
migrate, operate and govern applications across
public and private cloud environments.
Slattery believes that deployments such as this
will become more commonplace in the coming
months and years as businesses understand more
and more about the potential of hybrid cloud and
learn how to deploy it in their own organisations.
“We’re seeing growing interest from organisations that want the management capabilities required to move workloads to cloud environments
and consolidate existing infrastructure investments,” he says. “We’re also seeing interest in new,
cloud-enabled application models. When we look
back in three years’ time, what we’re going to see is
a whole new set of applications that have evolved
because enterprises were able to leverage the power
of both public and private cloud.”
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VIEWPOINT

The cloud
will disappear
DAMIANOS SOUMELIDIS: NAGARRO

Cloud computing is the backbone for on-demand service models, which
give customers more agility, flexibility and better value for money

T

he long-term, margin-oriented economy
is coming to an end. Instead, it is being
replaced by flat-fee, shared, crowdbased or on-demand service models that give
customers more agility, greater options and,
ultimately, better value for money. We are all
having to adapt to this new normal, and become more flexible and agile than ever to react
quickly to constantly evolving requirements.
Players like Spotify, Netflix, car2go, AirBnB,
Amazon and Microsoft have already changed
the media, music, transportation and IT industries irrevocably. What all these companies have
in common is that they have embraced a new
selling model: they all now offer their products
on demand, as a service and bill their customers either only for what they use or they simply
charge them an incredibly low-cost flat fee. They
make p
 rofit by winning the long tail, reaching
the tipping point and spending money only on
resources while they use them.
Scalability and agility can only be achieved if
the tools and services businesses are using can
also adapt flexibly to their needs as well as those
of their customers. And this is where cloud computing comes in. Cloud is just the first small step
in this huge digital transformation that started
a few years ago and is now developing rapidly.
Businesses of all sizes and types are adopting the
as-a-service paradigm, and soon we will all be
embracing it, because it fits better with the way
our society is heading and the way in which we
expect to use and pay for products and services.

The world as we know it is morphing into an
‘everything-as-a-service’ economy. Cloud-based
applications and infrastructures are becoming
the basic ingredients for creating the global, flexible and scalable platforms that businesses worldwide will come to rely on for everything they do.

“Cloud is just the first small
step in this huge digital
transformation that started a
few years ago”
We will use it to feed privately produced renewable energy into the grids, to orchestrate
distributed manufacturing using 3D printing,
to analyse massive amounts of data procured
from billions of sensors, and to support the
sharing and collaborative economy we are
heading towards. Software will become the lifeblood of everything we do.
I am deeply convinced that in just a few years,
every company and every individual will rely
on cloud-based services in the same way that
we have come to rely on electricity and the
internet today. Cloud computing will become
omnipresent to the point that we won’t even
notice it’s there.
Damianos Soumelidis is managing director at software development and consulting firm Nagarro
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VIEWPOINT

Supporting the cloud
I A N W E L L S : V E E A M S O F T WA R E

In the coming years, more and more applications will come to
be hosted in the cloud, and although it’s reliable, businesses still
need to ensure availability if anything does go wrong

G

artner has predicted that cloud computing will compromise the bulk of new
IT spend by 2016. This represents a sea
change not only in how enterprises spend their
money, but what they expect from their IT infrastructure. Initial expectations of the cloud were
based on ideas of flexibility, consistency and
permanent availability: all conditions that the
modern, always-on business demands in order
to access 24/7 IT services.
In the coming years, we are sure to see more and
more applications hosted in the cloud in an effort
to improve efficiency and flexibility. However,
this rapid growth has also introduced another
crucial question for IT departments adopting
IT-as-a-service: what happens if the cloud fails?
Dark clouds ahead
The cloud is not indestructible, and there are a
number of problems that might cause a cloud
service to disappear for any amount of time.
These can arise from human malice, acts of God,
or the potential for human error when dealing
with a complex web of data centre infrastructure. For instance, security breaches and DDoS
attacks, natural disasters, or even a simple mistake during a software update could all potentially cause problems for cloud service providers.
For the providers themselves, this can represent
lost revenue and embarrassment for those that
are judged on their service level agreements. For
the end user, this could result in a critical gap in
IT service availability and missed opportunities.
From multiple back-ups of applications and
data, to ensuring that both back-up and recovery
are as fast and consistent as possible to minimise
downtime; cloud providers have multiple ways
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to ensure availability. Yet, although cloud providers try their hardest to prevent downtime, there
have already been a number of instances where
cloud services have failed, stranding the organisations that rely upon them. Since complete infallibility can never be guaranteed, organisations
using cloud services must take action internally
to ensure they will always have access to their
critical applications.
If it ain’t broke
Moving IT to the cloud doesn’t change the basic
principles of data availability that have served organisations so well to date. For instance, to ensure
they have a failsafe, enterprises should ensure they
are following the 3-2-1 approach to data availability to minimise the risk of losing all their data.
In other words, they should maintain three copies
of data, stored on two separate storage media, at
least one of which is off site. This means that a single outage should never be able to affect every single instance of an organisation’s data. Whether it
is in another format or another location, a backup
can always be swiftly recovered, providing a huge

“In terms of data availability,
moving to the cloud does not
mean reinventing the wheel”
amount of insurance for businesses. Ironically, as
critical IT services are placed in the cloud, ‘off site’
is growing to mean that these back-ups are actually stored on the enterprise’s own premises.
Since part of the appeal of the cloud is removing the need for in-house IT infrastructure and

management, replicating the entire cloud-based
IT infrastructure in-house would be counterproductive. As a result, enterprises should take
a tiered approach to protection: prioritising the
most critical services and ensuring that these
can be brought online as close to immediately
as possible. Regular testing to ensure that any
recovery will work as planned is also crucial to
guaranteeing that the enterprise can keep running regardless of what happens in the cloud.
The good news is that modern advances in virtualisation and automation mean that enterprises can back up, store, recover and test more and
more servers each year. This means that increasingly greater proportions of an organisation’s IT
services can be treated as mission-critical and
brought back in the event of a near-total disaster.

A consistent approach to data availability
in the cloud
In terms of data availability, moving to the cloud
does not mean reinventing the wheel. It means
maintaining best practices to ensure that a problem does not bring down IT services and cripple
the business. Making sure all data is recoverable,
ensuring that there are copies in at least three locations and being certain that any data can be
recovered as quickly as possible can avoid disruption and meet the demands of the always on,
24/7 business. By maintaining best practices in
data availability, the end of a cloud infrastructure
won’t mean the end of the world.
Ian Wells is VP of North-West
Europe at Veeam Software
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EXECUTIVE INSIGHT

Satya Nadella
It’s been less than a year since Satya Nadella was appointed CEO at Microsoft,
but in that time he’s made some impressive advances. Here we take a look at his
vision for the company to become a productivity and platform company for the
mobile-first, cloud-first world, and share his aspirations for Microsoft’s future

I

t was back in July 2014 that Microsoft CEO Satya
Nadella first mentioned the new strategy that
has since come to define Microsoft’s path for
the future: becoming a productivity and platform
company for the mobile-first, cloud-first world.
Nadella’s e-mail – titled ‘Starting FY15 – Bold
Ambition & Our Core’ – explained to employees
that throughout July they would focus on synthesising the company’s strategic direction and find
out more about the “fundamental cultural changes required to deliver on it.” Top of Nadella’s agenda was redefining the company’s ‘core’.
“While the devices and services description was
helpful in starting our transformation, we now
need to hone our unique strategy,” said Nadella.
“At our core, Microsoft is the productivity and
platform company for the mobile-first and cloudfirst world. We will reinvent productivity to empower every person and every organisation on the
planet to do more and achieve more.”
To execute on this productivity and platform
vision, Nadella explained that Microsoft’s “cloud
OS infrastructure, device OS and first-party
hardware will all build around this core focus
and enable broad ecosystems.” As a result, over
the last few months, the company has continued
to evolve popular productivity products such
as Skype, OneDrive, OneNote, Outlook, Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, Bing and Dynamics, while the
cloud OS remains at the centre of all of its product offerings. The company has also reaffirmed
its commitment to build its own hardware. “We’ll
develop new categories like we did with Surface,”
said Nadella. “It also means we will responsibly
make the market for Windows Phone.”
Speaking at the company’s annual Worldwide
Partner Conference in Washington DC, Nadella
explained that Microsoft’s goal is to be “the com-
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pany and the ecosystem that is going to reinvent
productivity for this new generation.”
“We’re going to get very focused on building digital work and life experiences – this next generation of productivity broadly defined,” he said. “We
will build platforms in the cloud for it, we’ll build
platforms on the device for it. We will make sure
our experiences are pervasive and ubiquitous.”
Three months since he announced his vision,
Nadella took the opportunity to reflect on the progress the company has made so far in October’s
quarterly earnings conference call. He highlighted
four indicators of success: cloud, Windows, hardware and the company’s ecosystem momentum.
“First, our cloud offerings continue to grow at
a rapid rate,” he said. “More people and organisations are signing up and we’re generating more
revenue across both commercial and consumer
customers. Our commercial cloud revenue grew
128% year over year, the fifth consecutive quarter of triple digit growth. In fact, we’re the only
company with cloud revenue at our scale that is
growing at triple digit rates. And 80% of the Fortune 500 are now on the Microsoft Cloud.”
Discussing the company’s expanded set of
Windows offerings, Nadella explained that they
are helping to drive consumer unit growth and
will also provide incremental opportunity for use
of Microsoft services such as Bing. “With these
new offerings, OEMs are delivering exciting new
devices at extremely attractive price points, including Windows PCs at US$199 and below,” he said.
In September, Microsoft unveiled its latest operating system – Windows 10 – which Nadella is confident “will unlock new experiences for customers
to work, play and connect across an incredibly
broad set of devices with screens from four-inches
to 80-inches, and even internet of things devices.”

“We will reinvent productivity to empower
every person and every organisation”
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“Windows 10 will deliver a single unified
application development platform, one way to
write a universal app across the entire family of Windows devices, and one store with a
unified way for applications to be discovered, purchased and updated across all these
devices,” he said. “When I talk about putting
customers at the centre of everything we do,
it’s especially true for Windows. We’re incorporating customer feedback earlier than ever
in the development cycle, especially with our
enterprise customers. This will be the best
Windows release ever for businesses and
with hundreds of thousands of pieces of feedback flowing into the team already, Windows
10 will be the most collaborative version of
Windows we have ever shipped.”
Nadella also took the opportunity to highlight
some specific markers of advancement in hardware
and gaming. “Across the entire hardware portfolio
I’m encouraged by the reception from customers, and our continuously improving execution.

He said he believes that today consumers have
access to more devices than ever before and that
there are even more sensors than devices. As a
result, the “richness of that compute fabric” used
in conjunction with cloud computing is making
new mobile services possible.
Giving Cities Unlocked – the recent project
Microsoft has launched for the visually impaired
– as an example, Nadella said that technology exists for one reason, which is to augment human
potential. He added that for businesses to thrive,
“three concentric circles need to click into gear”:
new concepts complemented by new capabilities
in a culture that embraces change.
Nadella also said that as more human capital is
expressed through digital tools, we need to “make
access to education available everywhere” and then
create further opportunities from it. “Technology’s
role in society is to empower people,” he said.

“When I talk about putting customers
at the centre of everything we do, it’s
especially true for Windows”
Surface had strong results this quarter, driven by
positive customer response to Surface Pro 3. The
product line up is the right one and customers are
responding favourably. Surface Pro 3 is now in 28
markets and importantly we have improved the
business economics of this product line.”
Discussing the role that Microsoft’s partners
play in making the company’s vision a reality,
Nadella said: “Technology leaders across the
board recognise the customer value inherent in
products like Office 365, Azure and Windows.
And they want to align their businesses with
our healthy and growing ecosystem. You’ll see
more partnerships in the months ahead. It’s the
best way to deliver the best possible experience
for our customers in today’s heterogeneous
mobile-first, cloud-first world.”
In November, at the Future Decoded event
in London, Nadella addressed a UK audience
for the first time since he took the helm at the
company, and praised the country for its rapid
adoption of the cloud, explaining that “cloud infrastructure and mobile experiences is where the
world is heading.”
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Michael Dell
With a firm eye on the future, Dell’s CEO has said that he believes his company
is in a stronger position than ever to lead the way in transforming the world
through the power of technology. From the data centre to the cloud, we find
out what Dell’s priorities are over the coming months and years

J

ust a year on since Michael Dell took his
company private, and the CEO has said
that Dell is better positioned than ever
before to “focus on the future.” “It’s unleashed
us, allowed us to be bold, and refined our focus
squarely on our customers’ success,” he said.
Speaking at Dell World, which took place in
Austin, US in November 2014, Dell described
how the power of technology is allowing businesses to accelerate their ability to address the
world’s biggest challenges and, more specifically, how his company is positioned to drive
“radical simplification and innovation from
the PC to the data centre to the cloud.”
“The forces of cloud, big data, mobile and social
are advancing human progress more quickly and
more fundamentally than at any time in human
history,” he said. “We have never been in a better
position to invent the future than right now.”
As he explained how his company will help
companies to embrace these latest trends, the
CEO highlighted four key customer imperatives that he believes pose the greatest opportunities for businesses to unleash the power of
their organisation in the digital era: transform,
connect, inform and protect.
“Transform is all about data centre transformation,” said Dell. “We are moving beyond
software-defined data centres to software-based
data centres. That’s the difference of a single
word but with huge implications. Instead of
software to manage the silos of today’s data
centres, we’re moving to a future-ready data
centre in which silos are gone.”
In line with this, Dell is currently in the middle of a complete product refresh, including the
introduction of its 13th-generation PowerEdge
server – the R730XD – which supports 100,000
1G Exchange mailboxes in just one server.
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“At the other end of these incredible powerful, and efficient data centres is the world of
connected devices, and connect is our next imperative,” said Dell. “As the number of nodes
goes from 1 billion to 100 billion, we need to
connect machines to machines, people to people, people to machines, and everyone to the
information they need.”
Alongside its Digital Services, which leverage
social, mobile, analytics and cloud, Dell is delivering solutions that can help any organisation
participate in the internet of things. In particular,

“We have never been in a better
position to invent the future than
right now”
the company is focused on developing its virtual
clients – the company recently unveiled its first
Intel-based thin client, the Wyse 3000 Series – as
well its PC portfolio, which remains a core component of its offering. “There are 1.8 billion PCs
out there that are deeply embedded in the infrastructure of how our world works, and about 350
million PCs are sold every year,” said the CEO.
“Through the exponential power of Moore’s Law,
PCs are getting an order-of-magnitude better,
more powerful, smaller, lighter and more aff
ordable. We are in the PC business to stay.”
Connected to PCs and the internet of things
is data, which Dell highlights as another huge
business opportunity. “I’m not just talking
about big data, but about big results and big
outcomes: big productivity, big advantage, big
growth,” he said. “That’s the data economy and
it is the next trillion dollar opportunity for our
industry and yours.”

And finally security continues to remain a
top concern for every business. “Our security
approach is built on three foundational imperatives – protect, comply and enable,” said Dell.
“First, protect the whole enterprise, from end to
end, inside and out. Second, comply with internal governance policies and external regulations
using a consistent, reliable approach that doesn’t
compromise business agility. Third, enable busi-

ness to thrive, including adopting new tech and
pursuing innovation and operational efficiency.”
Looking to the future, Dell said that data will
become our most “important natural resource”
and that open, cloud-based technologies are
“the infrastructure – the bridges, airports and
railroads, the labs, clinics and universities.”
“Together, we are inventing this future,” he
said, “and we’re doing it at scale.”
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VIEWPOINT

Security on the move
N I C H O L A S B A N K S : I M AT I O N

More employees are working away from the office than ever
before, yet attitudes towards security risks remain lax. If companies
don’t put in place measures to keep data secure, there could be
costly repercussions

R

ecent research conducted by Vanson
Bourne in partnership with Imation indicates that nearly two in five people have
either lost or had a device stolen in a public place
themselves or know someone who has. Three
quarters of these devices contained work-related
data including confidential e-mails (37%), confidential files (34%) and customer data (21%).
And around one in ten lost financial data or
access details such as login and password information, potentially exposing even more confidential information to the risk of a data breach.
For employers, supporting remote and flexible
working is an ongoing challenge, particularly
when it comes to providing secure access to corporate networks. Yet, while many already have
the technology in place to make remote working a viable option, what they often overlook are
the accompanying security and data protection
measures required to minimise the amount of
sensitive data leaving the company, and reduce
the risk of a significant breach.
Despite the fact that in many countries there
are laws in place that give authorities the right
to issue big fines for serious data breaches, employees and employers still have lax attitudes
about the security risks of remote working.
Nearly half of workers stated that data is never
encrypted when taken out of the office, three
out of ten respondents admitted they do not
protect their data with passwords, and nearly
one in ten who take digital files outside of the
office did not secure them at all.
While almost half of UK respondents believe
that keeping work information secure is the
equal responsibility of both the employee and

employer, the uncertainty surrounding accountability and responsibility confirms the need for
businesses to ensure that their employees have
the necessary tools to work flexibly and securely.
With over a quarter of respondents in organisations that have a security policy admitting
that they have broken their company’s security
rules or policy in order to work remotely, employers need to educate their employees on the
importance of data security, and update systems and policies, so that they cannot be violated and disregarded.

“Nearly half of workers stated that
data is never encrypted when
taken out of the office, and three
out of ten do not protect their
data with passwords”
Companies need to provision staff with the
technologies and secure processes to work
flexibly and securely, making certain they have
the necessary policies in place to protect their
assets. Data must be encrypted, passwords
must be protected, and they must be confident that if a device is considered to be compromised, they can remotely lock it down, or
initiate a self-destruct sequence to remove and
protect the data.
Nicholas Banks is VP of EMEA and APAC sales
for Imation’s IronKey solutions
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C O M M U N I C AT I O N S
AND MEDIA

B O B D E H AV E N : M I C R O S O F T

At a time when smartphones and tablets have become
the centre of our lives, there’s no doubt that a shift
of control has occurred and the consumer is now in
charge. Indeed, today’s customers expect to be able
to consume content at any time of the day, wherever
they are in the world.
For communications and media companies, this
means staying ahead of the curve by delivering exceptional customer experiences across multiple channels.
In this section you’ll find out how companies like
Cricket Australia are driving ahead by using the best
technologies available.
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C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Ronan Dunne

The digital revolution has arrived and it’s being driven by mobile, says Telefonica UK
CEO Ronan Dunne. He explains how this is affecting the way businesses engage with
their customers and why he believes that connectivity is the new oxygen of modern life

T

he global economy’s future growth will
be driven by a digital revolution, and the
next wave of that digital revolution will
be powered by mobile – that was the message
delivered by the CEO of Telefonica UK (O2),
Ronan Dunne, as he addressed an audience at
the Microsoft Future Decoded event in London
in November 2014.
“Our economy is now a digital economy and
digital connectivity is becoming ubiquitous – it
is the new oxygen of modern life,” he said.
When you consider just how many of us now
own a mobile device, and how often we use it,
it’s not surprising the role that mobile is playing
in this digital revolution that Dunne mentions.
Quoting information from an Ofcom report,
Dunne said: “More people on the planet have
access to a mobile device than electricity, clean
drinking water or a toothbrush.” These devices
are also never far from our side. “The furthest
smartphone users are from their phone is usually the length of the charger cable,” he added.
What’s more, we’re also consuming and generating far more data than ever before. “More traffic was carried on the O2 4G network in its first
six months than was carried on the whole of its
data services since inception,” said the CEO. “In
fact, in the last 12 months, O2’s data traffic has
increased by 100%.”
The truth of the matter is, mobile devices and
on-the-go connectivity are now an intrinsic part
of our daily lives – at home and at work – and
they will continue to be for the foreseeable future.
Discussing the role that this shift is having on
business models today, Dunne explained that
companies need to embrace digital connectivity
and develop new ways of engaging their customers if they are to remain relevant and competitive. “Technology represents the rise of individualism and growth of consumer power and

access and accountability,” he said. “Mobile is an
accelerator of these for the future of our economy. This is the way businesses must change.”
As part of this, businesses need to accept that
the rules of engagement are now driven by consumers. “The power of communication is in the
hands of customers and citizens now, not businesses or governments,” he said, adding that personal information has the potential to become
the currency of the future if businesses make a
compelling enough case for customers to share
their information.
At the same time, Dunne said that businesses
also need to do more to engage the new generation entering our workforce, especially considering that millennials will make up 75 per cent
of the UK workforce by 2025. “Digital literacy
among our millennials is high, but in many cases

“Our economy is now a digital
economy and digital connectivity
is becoming ubiquitous”
our ambitions – reflected in our education system and by us as parents – are still analogue,” he
explained. “Many of our most digitally literate in
society are at risk of losing out as education and
attitudes of employers change too slowly, while
youth unemployment remains stubbornly high.”
According to Dunne, we need leadership,
creativity and education in order to take full
advantage of the opportunities that technology and data provide. “We are just at the start
of the digital revolution, driven by innovation
in social media, devices and operating ecosystems, where the possibilities of the technology
rather than technology itself will reshape ourselves,” he said.
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PROFILED: CRICKET AUSTRALIA

Live sport on the go
A new four-year contract will see Accenture provide enhanced digital
capabilities for Cricket Australia, allowing cricket fans to watch the sport
live on their mobile devices and much more

C

ricket Australia is the governing body
for professional and amateur cricket in
Australia. The organisation operates all of
the Australian national representative cricket sides
and is responsible for organising and hosting Test
tours and One Day Internationals with other nations, as well as scheduling home international fixtures. In charge of the sport’s regional development
across the Pacific region, Cricket Australia has a
vision for cricket to be Australia’s favourite sport.
In 2013, as part of its agreement with Accenture
to deliver live streaming and subscriber management services, Cricket Australia made it possible
for cricket fans to view matches live on their computers, smartphones and tablets using the Accenture Video Solution and digital video capabilities.
The live viewing service, made available via the
Cricket Australia Live: The Official App, debuted
just in time for the Ashes Test Series, making it
possible for cricket fans to follow the action, no
matter where they were.
“While nothing quite compares to being at a
match live, users of the Cricket Australia Live:
The Official App and the subscription streaming service are still able to catch all of the cricket action wherever they may be,” says Cricket
Australia’s executive general manager of media,
communications and marketing Ben Amarfio.
Cricket Australia selected Accenture because
it offers integrated digital solutions based on its
Accenture Video Solution software products and
specialised managed services like its Live Events
and Sports solution, and Accenture 
Mobility
services. The entire solution, which is being
hosted on the Microsoft Azure cloud for Cricket
Australia, offers broad capabilities, including live
adaptive streaming, event monitoring, and IPbased video acquisition and transmission.
“In today’s digital era, consumers feels more
empowered, both in terms of what they expect
to consume and how they choose to consume
it,” says Russell Smyth, Accenture Australia
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c ommunications, media and technology lead.
“Designed with fans in mind, this innovative
service will allow Cricket Australia subscribers to enjoy high-quality streaming on their
computers, smartphones and tablets.”
Today, Cricket Australia is continuing its drive to
provide enhanced digital experiences directly to
cricket fans, ensuring they can follow the action no
matter where they are around the world. As part
of this, earlier in 2014, the organisation named
Accenture its official digital technology partner,
which means that over the next four years, the two
companies will work together to further transform
Cricket Australia’s digital capabilities.
Work will include mobile application development, web portal implementation, analytics,
social media, and content management and

MEDIA

i ntegration across all of Cricket Australia’s digital properties. Accenture Digital will also deliver
and maintain all digital assets, providing c ricket
fans with the ability to receive improved and personalised content on any device.
“Accenture will team with Cricket Australia to
deliver integrated digital business and technology
services, positioning the sport of cricket as a leader in using digital technologies to improve the fan
experience,” says Smyth. “As consumer viewing
habits continue to evolve, it is vital for all sporting
organisations to re-imagine how they can create
an incredible digital experience for their fan base.”
Amarfio hopes that this broadened partnership
will help Cricket Australia to further enhance its
digital offering, and provide its fans with more
viewing options that ever.
“We recognised that there was an appetite
among our fans for greater and improved

a ccess to cricket action, and the appointment
of A
 ccenture demonstrates our dedication to
providing a digital experience that meets this
demand,” he says. “Accenture demonstrated
its capabilities with the development and implementation of Cricket Australia’s streaming
service last season, and I am confident that
our broadened partnership will deliver worldclass digital solutions to bring our fans closer
to the cricket action on any device, anywhere
and anytime.”
Already, through the partnership, 
Cricket
Australia has introduced new digital offerings,
including a redesign of its cricket news site
cricket.com.au, the creation of a new corporate
Cricket Australia website, cricketaustralia.com.au,
a redesign of the Cricket Australia Live app and
the introduction of new functionality across each
of its digital properties.
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A trusted partner
Serving companies in and around Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, telecommunications
operator Schiphol Telematics has turned to Avanade to manage its IT, helping it to reduce
costs and make functional changes quickly

S

chiphol Telematics (ST) has provided
telecom services such as tailored internet,
voice, IPTV, and network services over
its own network to businesses in and around
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol for more than 20
years. Critical airport functions reliant on ST’s
services include a number of supporting processes, such as payment services, airport operations and baggage handling systems.
Despite having a robust customer base, ST is
a relatively small company, with only about 95
full-time employees and 15 contractors. Thus, it
is constantly managing its costs and employee
footprint to maintain maximum business flexibility and agility. As one aspect of this strategy,
it relies on managed services providers for all of
its IT operations, including the Microsoft business applications its employees use.
In 2012, ST selected Avanade as the managed
services provider for its Microsoft Dynamics

“We can make any requested
functional changes four times
faster than before”
AX enterprise resource planning (ERP) system,
Microsoft SharePoint, and reporting services
for its Microsoft SQL Servers.
“We chose Avanade based on capabilities and
price,” explains Edwin Meijer, a member of ST’s
management team. “Avanade has the skills, resources and technology we need to provide superior service to our customers.”
ST’s migration to Avanade Application M
 anaged
Services took only two months, which helped
ST maintain business continuity. A foundation
of the company’s partnership with Avanade is
that two Avanade employees work onsite in ST
offices, which allows them to work and interact directly with customers and internal ST
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users to understand and implement requested
functional changes. In addition, Avanade and
ST have bi-weekly meetings to discuss operational issues. There are further meetings every
two or three months to talk about strategic
and tactical matters.
Avanade’s impact has been most evident in
improving ST’s ability to manage functional
change requests through the skills and experience Avanade brings to the table. With Avanade
supporting it, ST can make changes faster and
complete more requested changes than it could
with its previous managed services provider,
thereby driving higher employee productivity.
This enables ST to focus on its core business
and better respond to its customers’ needs.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Importantly, ST has found Avanade to be
well-informed on the latest Microsoft software
and development plans.
“Avanade was more flexible than our previous
supplier and capable of implementing functional changes more quickly,” says Meijer. “We
were particularly impressed with how Avanade
planned to handle the business and keep in
constant touch with our internal users.”
Today, Meijer said that his company has been
able to better focus on its core business with
Avanade supporting it and achieve productivity gains while keeping its managed services p
 rovider-related costs to a minimum. With
Avanade’s expertise in application lifecycle management, ST has improved its ability to take on
and handle change requests, driving higher employee productivity and helping it achieve more
value from its relationship with Avanade.
“With Avanade, we can make any requested
functional changes four times faster than before,” says Meijer. “At any time we might have
just 50 requests outstanding, whereas before
with our previous supplier, we typically had 200
or more requests waiting to be addressed.”
This reduced change request pipeline means
that employees get access to improved func-

tionality earlier, thereby improving their productivity as they leverage improvements to applications they use every day to do their jobs
better. Avanade’s skills and expertise in application management are also enabling ST to
roll out ‘hot fixes’ for more significant issues
with applications.
As an example, Meijer cited an instance when
a significant operational change arose from a
request to improve communication between
ST and its customers. After implementation,
ST realised that it still needed to make a major change to ensure full functionality of the
change, which would take months. However,
Avanade helped ST implement a hot fix that
brought significant additional functionality to
the teams impacted by the operational change
three months earlier than expected.
IDC calculates that ST is achieving benefits
of €2.53 million per year with Avanade compared with its previous managed services provider over the projected five-year period by
not needing internal IT staff, driving productivity through improved changed management
and reducing costs. This results in a five-year
return on investment of 142% and a payback
period of 6.4 months.
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KAREN CONE: MICROSOFT

With technology in financial services evolving at
breathtaking speed, we see how interactions with
retail and institutional customers are becoming
more engaging and dynamic, how the workplace is
becoming more mobile and collaborative, and how
processes are becoming more flexible.
Indeed, the need for financial institutions to become
digital businesses is more acute now than ever. At
Microsoft we believe that to be successful, you need
to be present in the financial lives of your customers at any time, any place, across any channel or any
device – and we are committed to helping you make
this happen.

F E AT U R E

Reaching out
An increasing array of consumer mobile technologies is changing the way we
think about service delivery. We find out how Microsoft and its partners are
helping banks to deliver an omni-channel experience
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

S

martphones, tablets and wearable technology have changed consumer expectations
when it comes to service delivery. People are
used to connecting with friends wherever they
are, through any device, and they expect the same
from their bank. In order to keep up with consumer expectations and offer a true omni-channel
experience, banks face the challenge of moving
from a passive service-provision infrastructure to
proactive, digital interaction with customers.
“For many years, the branch was our main
banking channel – the bank would open the
doors and wait for the customers to walk in,”
says Marcelo Marquez, director of business
development, worldwide banking industry at
Microsoft. “We moved into digital channels
with a similar state of mind – to provide an
infrastructure for customers to take the initiative and serve themselves. But omni-channel
is different. Any technology that the customer
has access to could become a channel – not only
the phone, but wearable devices and the internet of things. Instead of waiting for the customer to serve themselves, omni-channel is about
reaching out and engaging with the customer
in different ways.”
Marquez says that in order to achieve success
in the omni-channel era, banks need to be:
• Insightful – using real-time analytics to translate customer information into knowledge and
actions that enable different conversations
• Always connected – using mobile devices as
a window for the bank’s compute power, on
premise and in the cloud
• Always available – a click away from customers, always ready to have a conversation
• Attentive to customers and able to anticipate
their needs.
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“All these qualities demand digital reach, and
real-time analytics will be key to creating the
smart omni-channel layer that can enable this,”
explains Marquez. “Instead of having a web or
digital mobile experience where customers take
the initiative for every action, banks will have to
create a digital advisor that is proactive, reaching
out to the customer.”
Through his discussions with customers,
Marquez has found that the bank’s omni-channel strategy must address some key issues. “First,
banks need to modify their own culture around
becoming digital. This transformation starts
from the inside out and requires a balance of
providing access to the latest technology to customers and ensuring simplified processes for employees. Banks will always have early adopters,
but to make them mainstream it will require a
platform for customers to learn and share experiences. As we move forward, new and different
service models will be tested and, in many cases,
banks will provide the training and resources for
consumers to adopt these.”
Rising to those challenges can also open up a
wealth of opportunities. “Banks will be able to
use the technology in different ways and uncover
new types of opportunities,” says Marquez. “For
example, in terms of being insightful, machine
learning will redefine how banks interact with
customers. It will enable us to create smarter
applications that will leverage information and
customer behaviour insights to create a segment
of one experience with customers. While building a better, more relevant interaction with the
consumer, the bank might also find an opportunity to generate new ways of marketing, for itself
and for partners it works with, to create a onestop-shop for financial needs.”

FINANCIAL SERVICES

With so many possibilities ahead, there is no
magic formula for omni-channel service delivery, and Microsoft is working with its partners to
demonstrate what they can achieve. “We’ve been
working with our partners to share with customers
the state of the possible; to show them the disruptive technologies of the future and how we foresee
these could make a big difference in the way we
bank,” says Marquez. “We build demonstrations
of how some of these things can be achieved with
Microsoft technology and the knowledge of our
partners. For example, technology designs with
Infusion Development or our Smart Banking initiative with Accenture and Avanade shows what

is possible in this omni-channel world, where
technology is redefining how the bank interacts
proactively with its customers.”
One thing is certain: driven by consumer demand, omni-channel is set to transform banking
service delivery, and banks need to consider how
they will achieve it. “We all agree on the objective
of omni-channel, but the most important thing
is that it is a journey,” concludes Marquez. “We
have been doing banking the same way for many
years, but now the consumer is driving change
and demanding new service models. Banks need
to have a strategy in place to deliver those models as new technologies emerge.”
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INTERVIEW

Andres
Wolberg-Stok
Having led Citi’s global mobile and tablet services to extraordinary success, Andres
Wolberg-Stok has an enviable reputation in the banking industry. He explains how the
bank is keeping up with consumer expectations and competition from nimble start-ups
by shifting its perceptions and driving innovation by opening itself up to new ideas
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

A

ndres Wolberg-Stok is far from your average banker; in fact his early career had
nothing to do with finance. While he was
studying industrial engineering in Argentina, he
began work as a columnist at a domestic newspaper in Buenos Aires. He eventually joined Reuters as a foreign correspondent and international
news executive, with postings in Latin America,
London, Brussels and Madrid. He socialised
with heads of state and ministers, had tea with
mass-murderer military dictators and was once
driven – blindfolded and at gunpoint – around
the capital of Paraguay.
After 18 years of living life on the edge, he decided to take his career elsewhere. It was 1999,
and the dot-com boom was at a high. “I was offered the position as the chief content officer at
LatinStoks.com, a four-country, 30-person, trilingual financial services Web content start-up
operation located on Wall Street and in Mexico
City, São Paulo and Buenos Aires,” Wolberg-Stok
explains. “Citi was looking to take a stake in the
outfit, but then the dot-com bubble burst and the
start-up went belly up. Thankfully Citi decided
to hire me anyway… I never looked back.”
Since then, Wolberg-Stok has held a variety of
digital roles at Citi. He started by heading up
the bank’s Internet Content and Tools division
in Latin America, then took on the US business
and is now responsible for emerging platforms
and services globally. “I’ve been with Citi for 14
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years now and it’s a real privilege to work with so
many smart people who are truly out to make life
better for Citi’s customers,” he says.
Indeed, it’s plain to see that creating better customer experiences is something close to Wolberg-Stok’s heart. “I’m incredibly proud of the
way our team has managed to deliver a quantum
leap in convenience for our customers,” he says.
“Take our Mobile Snapshot solution, for example.”
Citi Mobile Snapshot allows customers to check
their account balances and latest transactions
without having to enter their password every
time. “You just go to the app and you immediately see your updated account information, safely
and without the hassle of having to type in your
password,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “At the beginning, people thought we were crazy to be proposing something so at odds with the traditional
approach, but it’s been a remarkable success.”
While Citi is making remarkable headway in
the industry, Wolberg-Stok is quick to acknowledge that working in today’s competitive landscape isn’t without its challenges. “In the last few
years, we’ve started to see large numbers of very
bright people in nimble start-ups, backed by a lot
of venture capital, that have set out to reinvent
various aspects of consumer banking,” he says.
“They are creative, they are aggressive, they are
fast, and they are not lugging along the weight of
banks’ large compliance-oriented structures and
legacy systems. They’re digging from the other
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“Rather than being a bank that
leverages technology, we increasingly
see ourselves as a technology
company with a banking licence”
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end of the tunnel, if you like. The best among
them are setting the bar really high, creating
simplified, elegant customer experiences.”
What’s more, customers are demanding more
from their financial services provider. “Bank
customers everywhere are no longer content
with a ‘traditional’ banking experience,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “Their standards and their
expectations are much higher, because they are
being shaped by other industries’ digital services and designs. An audience that’s using native
apps all day has no reason to accept that anything should be clunky or old-fashioned when it
comes to banking.”
But there’s no doubt that Citi is working hard
to meet all of these challenges. The company is
heavily focused on digitisation which, together with globalisation and urbanisation, forms
the three pillars of its overall strategy. “When
it comes to digital, a major component is our
self-perception,” Wolberg-Stok says. “Rather
than being a bank that leverages technology, we
increasingly see ourselves as a technology company with a banking license. It’s a very big shift.”
The best example of this is how Citi is opening
up to external innovation in a way it has never
done before. “It is no longer sustainable to assume that most innovation can come from within,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “Citi is reaching out
to the developer community to fuel innovation,
discover new digital solutions and learn from
the experts. Some incredibly surprising, refreshing ideas begin to come out as soon as you open
yourself up to external ideation.”
Citi’s Mobile Challenge illustrates the company’s commitment to discovering new ideas. “The
Citi Mobile Challenge is an open competition for
developers where we invite them to invent new
things using our services. We held our first Challenge in Latin America earlier this year and a USbased global Citi Mobile Challenge more recently.”
But it’s not just this which puts Citi a step above
the rest – its overall perspective on technology
is a refreshing change in an industry plagued
with outdated spaghetti infrastructures. “Technology doesn’t just play a role in today’s competitive landscape. Today, it’s what defines that
landscape,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “How your
customers or your prospects perceive you, and
how they will size you up against your competitors is increasingly through technology. That’s
one of the key reasons we are so focused on
digitisation. It’s also why it’s increasingly vital to

decouple customer channels from the massive
industrial-grade back-ends that store data and
perform core processing.”
Wolberg-Stok believes that if you want to be
able to delight your users consistently, and to
keep up with their evolving sense of what a great
interaction should feel like, you cannot make
yourself a hostage to the lumbering cycles of the
data centre. “This is a bit like one of those animations about dinosaurs versus younger, smaller and more agile species that breed a lot more
often,” he says. “You need to rapidly evolve the
places where your customers come to do business with you, and you just can’t put up with
long breeding cycles any more. Decoupling is
imperative, and it involves big changes in how
you architect your interfaces to liberate them
and make them competitive.”
Looking ahead, Wolberg-Stok believes that
more change is to come, particularly in the payments space. “We’re now entering an era where
digitisation is no longer just about changing the
way people manage money, but about redefining
money itself. Things as basic as what money looks
and feels like are changing in front of our eyes.

“Technology doesn’t just play a role in
today’s competitive landscape. Today,
it’s what defines that landscape”
“Think of the way money evolved from a proxy
for the barter value of things, to objects like coins
that at first had intrinsic value for their metal
content, to paper money and bills, to data stored
on a magnetic stripe on the back of a small piece
of plastic, to a small chip embedded in that plastic card,” he continues. “Now, we are witnessing
the dematerialisation of even that plastic symbol. There is significant new momentum behind
mobile payments, where the credentials for the
value you are exchanging are no longer even
held in that piece of plastic, but now in the cloud,
or on a small chip inside your smartphone.”
And those changes aren’t just at the point of
sale. “It’s also increasingly when you are buying
something online,” Wolberg-Stok concludes.
“We may still call it a card, but increasingly the
plastic isn’t even needed. Eventually, I think you
will walk around with an invisible shroud of value around you – you won’t even have to think
about making a payment.”
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Accelerating
speed to market
Microsoft’s Richard Peers and finlytics’ Nick Simpson explain how Microsoft’s technology
accelerator programmes help start-ups make an impact in the financial services market
BY REBECCA GIBSON

T

echnology accelerator programmes, which
provide start-ups with the technology, funding and advisory resources they need to speed
up their entry to market, are fast becoming a staple
in financial services markets across the globe.
“In the past, start-ups would spend a lot of time
building their company’s IT infrastructures which
left them little time to focus on developing the
high-quality products, profitable business strategies and effective marketing campaigns they
needed to enter the market successfully,” explains
Richard Peers, director of the financial services
industry at Microsoft. “Today, fintech accelerator
programmes enable entrepreneurs to experiment
with different ideas and quickly develop breakthrough products that have the potential to revolutionise the financial services industry.”
Microsoft offers various accelerator initiatives,
including seven global Microsoft Ventures programmes and the BizSpark programme, which
gives start-ups access to its technology stack, partners and marketing engines.
finlytics, which was established in 2006 as a joint
venture with a tier-one investment bank, is one financial solutions provider that has benefited from
Microsoft’s BizSpark Plus programme.
The company joined BizSpark to help it save
operational and development costs by offering its
business intelligence solutions via the Microsoft
Azure cloud platform, rather than on its clients’
on-premises servers. BizSpark’s team provided free
access to Microsoft’s software development tools,
servers and Azure cloud platform, as well as provided expert guidance.
“Microsoft reviewed our architecture and initial
business strategies, and gave us the planning advice
and software resources we needed to successfully

transition from our old model in a shorter period
of time,” explains Nick Simpson, the founder of
finlytics. “We have eliminated our monthly development costs and can now deliver the same reporting and business intelligence applications via a
more cost-effective and scaleable model on Azure.”
Working in collaboration with BizSpark and its
Microsoft partner Level 39, a fintech accelerator
based in the UK’s Canary Wharf, enabled finlytics
to interact with major banks, insurers and other financial services institutions.
“Even if a start-up had an unlimited supply of
money, it would still benefit from being a member
of the BizSpark programme,” concludes Simpson.
“Deploying cloud solutions in the financial services sector can be challenging due to the strict regulations, but the Microsoft Ventures and BizSpark
accelerator programmes are really helping startups to navigate these compliance issues, build
viable business plans and bring their solutions to
market quickly.”

Accelerator initiatives
like Microsoft Ventures
can give start-ups
access to technology,
partners and
marketing
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Solid
security
Protecting your company from security breaches
is a complex task, but, as Dejan Kusalovic of Intel
explains, there are ways in which businesses can
leverage the latest technologies to manage their
security in an effective yet cost-efficient manner
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

S

ecurity is the foundation on which financial businesses are built. As a multitude
of high-profile news stories have recently
shown, a security breach can put millions of customers at risk. And in today’s connected world
it will quickly become global news, tarnishing
the brand and creating a devastating impact on
business. But ensuring security is an increasingly
complex task for financial firms. While increased
connectivity has brought huge productivity gains
to businesses, mobile working and the consum-

“User behaviour is a key
security concern”
erisation of IT also mean that the IT environment is significantly more complex to manage.
Helping financial firms to stay ahead of the
threats is a critical focus, says Dejan Kusalovic,
director of marketing at Intel. “Innovation and
trust are the legs we stand on,” he says. “We pride
ourselves on making sure that the best, most upto-date solutions run on Intel, and security is central to providing that level of capability. We embed
security enhancing capabilities, features and solutions in our platforms, across the compute universe from mobile devices, including wearables,
all the way to the most powerful server chips.
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That’s critical for any business, but more than
ever in the financial services industry. We look at
transactions end to end and we work to eliminate
any weak links in the process.”
User behaviour – especially in terms of passwords – is a key security concern, says Kusalovic. “The chief security officer for a major bank
recently told me that they get about ten million
hack attempts a month,” he says. “In most cases,
security would have been much stronger if users
had paid more attention to their own behaviour.
But it’s natural for consumers to behave the way
they do; on average, people have about 16 passwords to remember. So it’s natural – but not safe
– for them to use the same one with a subtle variation, such as adding a number.”
By embedding smart technologies in the actual
device, significant progress can be made towards
eradicating password-related risk. It’s a principle
that’s central to Intel Identity Protection Technology
(IPT), an example of Intel’s security solution, which
provides a tamper-resistant hardware authentication mechanism that can be detected and used by
any IPT-enabled website, providing different ways
to validate that a legitimate user is logging in.
“IPT addresses how people actually access their
accounts and their devices,” explains Kusalovic. “It
generates a unique, one-time password to enable
two-factor authentication and secure VPN access.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

A public key infrastructure certificate is embedded
in the chipset to authenticate the user and the server to each other and to encrypt and digitally sign
documents. Working in conjunction with these
tools, a protected transaction display confirms user
presence, verifies transactions and protects information from being viewed by hackers. Simply, it
makes it tougher for people to expose themselves.”
On the server side, many financial firms already
hold some tools to ensure security: information
about customers’ spending habits, and the processing power to analyse it in real time.
“The new Intel processors on the server side are
more powerful than ever,” says Kusalovic. “There’s
a wealth of customer demographic and spending
information available from credit card customers,
and this can be used to compare typical behaviours such as spending amounts, locations types
of purchase with real-time use data, so that any
deviation is flagged up for investigation.
“In the past, this could only be done by data
analysis experts using the largest computer systems. Now, organisations can use sophisticated
algorithms to process and analyse customer credit card data, and track those indicators effectively
and affordably in real time. In addition, we keep
investing in deeply embedded hardware features
such as Trusted Execution Technology (TXT)
that has been in several generations of our Xeon

server processors. They can even use a powerful yet cost-effective solution like Intel Mashery
API Management to create smart server tools for
fraud protection, which can be deployed in the
cloud, on premise or in a hybrid environment.”
As cybercrime becomes more advanced, addressing both server-side and client-side security
will be key to enabling financial organisations to
stay ahead of the threats. Combined with the processing power of today’s computers, solutions such
as IPT and TXT are making that possible .
“We’ll continue to develop technology that can be
used for authentication and secure transactions,”
says Kusalovic. “More capability will be incorporated on the server side to continually improve the
algorithms that detect intrusions. Wearables will
also provide a way to harness biometrics so you become your own password. In five or ten years’ time,
you could be wearing a watch or necklace that
checks your vital signs, many of which – such as
your heartbeat – are unique to each individual and
could be used to authenticate you. The technology could put those signs in context – so if you’re
running, for example, it will question whether it
makes sense that you would be looking at your
bank account at that point. This is true ubiquitous
computing that will enable organisations to protect
consumers and stay ahead of security threats – it’s a
few years ahead now, but it will become a reality.”
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Customer-centric
financial planning
Advicent’s Phil Cunningham and Figlo’s Jenze Bosma explain how combining
their organisations will transform interactions between financial advisors and
clients across North America and Europe
BY REBECCA GIBSON

F

ounded in 1996, Figlo is one of the Netherlands’ leading providers of multi-channel,
customer-centric software, which simplifies
the financial planning process. The software also
offers intuitive user interfaces (UI) and facilitates
real-time communication and collaboration between financial advisors and their clients.
“A few years ago we developed a client-centric
banking platform, which included personal financial management capabilities, and offered it
to banks across the Netherlands and some clients in the UK,” explains Jenze Bosma, founder
and president of Figlo. “Not only has our cloudbased global financial planning platform gained
wide recognition in the Netherlands, our focus
on providing simple, customer-centric software
earned us an international reputation.”
Following a demonstration of its financial planning software at a US event in 2011, Figlo caught
the attention of Advicent Solutions, which provides software-as-a-service technology solutions
for the financial advice and planning industry in
the US and Canada.
After identifying several consumer-centric trends
in North America’s financial planning marketplace,
Advicent wanted to develop more client-facing
software that enabled financial advisors to interact
with their clients on a more personalised basis.
Impressed by the personal financial management capabilities and customer-centricity of
Figlo’s simple-to-use and well-established software and programming interface, Advicent fully
acquired the company in September 2014.
“An increasing number of our customers want
to gain a fuller picture of their financial situation,
so they expect financial advisors to be more in-
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teractive and provide them with instant access
to information,” says Phil Cunningham, CEO of
Advicent. “It would have taken years for Advicent
to build the client-facing financial planning software it needed to improve clients interactions, but
Figlo’s unique advisor/client technology can be
quickly integrated with our core financial planning solutions to create a very attractive solution
that addresses the needs of the US market.”
Now it has fully acquired Figlo, Advicent will
combine its financial consultancy and planning
tools with Figlo’s interactive customer-platform to
enhance its existing NaviPlan and Profiles products with client-facing modules. Now Advicent
can offer a complete financial planning solution
that will transform client/advisor interactions.
“Technology is improving how clients receive
financial advice and increasing the value they expect from their advisors,” said Cunningham. “The
combination of Advicent and Figlo’s solutions will
provide financial advisors with access to comprehensive and persuasive planning software that
supports their recommendations, resulting in an
entirely new level of instantaneous real-time interaction and communication with their clients.”
Meanwhile, the acquisition has enabled Figlo to
achieve its aim of expanding into the US market.

“An increasing number of
our customers want to
gain a fuller picture of
their financial situation”
PHIL CUNNINGHAM
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“Now Advicent and Figlo are working
as one company, our potential for
growth is unlimited”
JENZE BOSMA

“Figlo wanted to become a market leader for
financial planning solutions worldwide, and joining forces with Advicent has given us the opportunity to expand rapidly in the US,” says Bosma.
“By combining our organisations’ respective
solutions, we can enter new markets and develop
state-of-the-art, customer-centric financial planning products on the Microsoft technology stack
and ensure we can serve the needs of customers in
various markets.
According to Bosma, the acquisition also
promises multiples benefits for enterprises in
both the US and Europe.
“While US customers are used to taking responsibility for personal financial management plans
and pension funds, this has only just started to
gather momentum in the European markets,” says
Bosma. “Figlo aims to leverage Advicent’s knowledge of investment and wealth management to
help European customers understand how to
manage their own personal pension investment
plans, rather than relying on those provided by
their employers.”
Enterprises can also benefit from Figlo’s software platform when building new financial
planning solutions or aggregating customer information from various databases.
“Building a new UI or solution can take companies up to two years because they need to get

to grips with complex coding and extensive programming,” explains Bosma. “Figlo’s platform
will enable them to simply ‘drag and drop’ various widgets into place to create a simple UI in
a short timeframe, accelerating speed to market.
At the same time, it also provides a single platform to help financial institutions to aggregate
customer data from different departments and
databases to offer a single source of calculations.”
While Figlo and Advicent are still in the process of consolidating their organisations, both
Cunningham and Bosma are confident that the
acquisition will lead to rapid growth in multiple
markets over the coming years.
“Acquiring Figlo has enabled us to add an
excellent technology platform to our existing
solutions and build upon our momentum,” says
Cunningham. “It represents a true global platform and one that we will leverage as we grow
our global footprint over the next few years.”
Bosma agrees. “Initially, Figlo and Advicent
will focus on ensuring we continue to grow in
our core markets – the US, UK and Netherlands
– as well as the other countries we are already
active in,” he concludes. “Maybe in the future we
will be able to partner with other financial planning organisations – now Advicent and Figlo are
working as one company, our potential for future growth is unlimited.”
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A single customer view
Having rolled out a new customer relationship management framework built on
Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Accenture’s Customer Analytics Record solution,
SpareBank 1 is delivering on its ‘one bank, one customer’ vision

S

pareBank 1 is an alliance of savings banks
in Norway. Covering more than 20% of the
Norwegian banking market, the alliance has
built up a significant customer base since its inception in 1998. To remain competitive and relevant to a younger generation of consumers who
favour online and mobile banking over in-person
interactions with staff, SpareBank 1 knew its continued success hinged on a streamlined approach
to managing customer relationships.
With Avanade and Accenture’s help, the organisation sought to realise its ‘one customer, one
bank’ vision in three key ways.
First, it wanted to grow its insurance business
market share through targeted cross-selling without increasing costs. The SpareBank 1 Alliance
estimates that 25% of its banking customers also
have purchased insurance products offered by the
bank’s insurance division SpareBank 1 Forsikring.
Secondly, it wanted to use proactive tools
for targeted customer outreach. SpareBank 1’s
insurance division had no way to accurately
identify, qualify and proactively sell to insurance prospects across the company’s 16 banks
through the centralised call centre.
It also wanted to create a single source of truth
about all of its customers. Information about
banking customers existed in 17 disparate systems, making it difficult for call centre staff to
even understand who best to target for insurance sales campaigns or to centralise and standardise outreach.
Working with Avanade and Accenture, the
organisation deployed a new customer relationship management (CRM) framework built
on Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Accenture’s
Customer Analytics Record solution, with the
aim of bringing together all of its customer information to provide call centre staff with more
information to better serve customers, and bank
associates with qualified leads, enabling them to
proactively reach out to customers.

Today, SpareBank 1’s consolidated customer
data repository and CRM platform underpins
the company’s entire approach to maintaining customer relationships, giving it a single
360-degree view of its 1.9 million customers.
With all customer data consolidated into one
view, call centre staff now have all information in
one place for effective outbound outreach. This has
led to a 100% increase in outbound insurance sales.
SpareBank 1’s bank associates are also now assigned more accurate lists of prospects from which
to target their insurance sales efforts with specific
recommendations for each customer. All interactions at the branch level are tracked in the new
CRM platform so everyone knows their outcomes.
What’s more, insurance division sales and
marketing teams have better understanding of
why certain campaigns are more effective than
others. They are also armed with critical data
to understand why and where sales initiatives
fail, ensuring distribution channels focus on the
right message to the right customer.
“We’ve seen dramatic increases in our response
rates with this new platform,” says Rune Hoff, director of SpareBank 1 Forsikring. “We can now
more readily segment our customer base, which
enables us to grow our market share without increasing costs.”

With the new CRM
system, bank associates
can proactively reach
out to customers
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Underwriting the
future with virtual IT
French insurance firm Ircem has enhanced employee productivity and
job satisfaction while improving security and lowering costs by moving to
virtualised desktops

I

rcem is an insurance and pensions group based
in France. The company is committed to continually improving business performance and,
as part of these efforts, it has recently virtualised
its data centre, helping to reduce costs and deliver more effective services for enhanced employee productivity. Having seen these efforts lead
to significant benefits for the company, it then
decided to turn its attention to its desktops.
The group’s default operating system was
reaching the end of its lifecycle, and the company
planned to upgrade it. What’s more, the European Union’s Solvency II Directive was pushing for
greater data protection across the industry. This
was the ideal time to transform desktops and
create an end-to-end virtualised environment.
Ircem had an open mind about the vendor
technology for its virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI). It wanted to find the right clients for its
employees – a technology that would meet their
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reliability and performance needs. But more
than that, the company hoped to find an IT solution provider that understood the requirements
of the insurance business, and believed strongly
in partnership. It drew up a shortlist of providers
and ended up selecting Dell Wyse.
“This was a big decision for us, and we wanted to get it right,” says François Depoortere,
efficiency director at Ircem. “We got a strong
sense that with Dell Wyse we could establish a
partnership. This wasn’t simply about selling us
technology, but developing a relationship for
the long term and becoming a trusted advisor in
client technology.”
The internal IT team at Ircem took control
of deploying the Dell Wyse solution across the
organisation. Each member came away from the
project saying how much easier it had been to
deploy Dell Wyse compared with standard PCs
– the consensus being they had greatly reduced

Ircem has deployed
50 Dell Wyse P-class
zero clients
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the time of a typical desktop deployment. Over
five months, around 500 D50D thin clients and
50 P25 zero clients were installed.
“Deploying Dell Wyse was three times faster
than a standard PC rollout, helping us reduce
our costs significantly,” says Depoortere.
Personnel at Ircem feel that IT is transforming the workplace into a more flexible environment that can meet their specific needs.
“We ran a u
 ser-satisfaction study across our
offices not long after deployment of the Dell
Wyse 
clients,” says Depoortere. “Everyone
agreed that the move to virtualised desktops
was a good thing. Staff loved the fact they
could change desks and still get instant access
to their personal desktops and applications
through their Dell Wyse clients, no problem.
And because we’d effectively optimised people’s desktops – removing applications that
weren’t required for certain roles – employees
talked about a slicker desktop experience.”
Ircem can expect significant savings over the
coming years through its VDI investment. The
first meetings with the Dell Wyse team revealed
just how much a business can save by deploying

“Staff loved the fact they could
change desks and still get instant
access to their personal desktops”
Dell Wyse compared with a standard PC infrastructure. “The great news for the business is that
we should see savings of 20% over five years on
our client estate,” says Depoortere. “We’ll also be
saving more on electricity because the Dell Wyse
thin and zero clients consume much less power.
One PC uses as much energy as eight virtualized
desktops, helping us lower our overheads while
also aligning IT more closely with the environmental goals of the business.”
For Depoortere, one of the key advantages of the
solution is peace of mind. “From a business continuity perspective, Dell Wyse works r eally well,” he
says. “We showed that if we had to evacuate one of
our buildings in an emergency, staff could simply
move to another site and start work straightaway,
logging in to one of our spare Dell Wyse clients.
It was almost business as usual and our customers
experienced no disruption to services.”
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Ç A Ğ L AYA N A R K A N : M I C R O S O F T

Creating well-designed, superior products is a challenge that every manufacturer knows too well, especially in the high tech industry where time and budget
are never on side.
In this section we take a glimpse at how Microsoft
Devices Group is succeeding in meeting these challenges by bringing together talent spanning multiple
disciplines, from design and engineering to sourcing
and manufacturing. Ultimately, this is helping them
to simplify the way they design and develop the next
generation of devices.

PROFILED: MICROSOFT DEVICES GROUP

Superior

design

As part of its commitment to deliver products that
are innovative but beautiful too, Microsoft Devices
Group has adopted Dassault Systèmes’ high tech
industry solutions based on the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform. The result is improved cross discipline
collaboration, for higher design impact
BY REBECCA L AMBERT
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“

ow many times have you picked up that
phone, MP3 player, tablet, new electronic device and put it back on the shelf?”
asks Olivier Ribet, vice president of High-Tech
Industry at Dassault Systèmes. For every brilliantly designed, successful product, hundreds
of failed products litter the shelves of electronics
stores and remain unsold. According to Ribet,
this is because they don’t capture and hold the
consumer’s attention.
“Designing for that ‘first moment of truth’ is
critical,” he explains. “The consumer experience, how the product looks and feels, and the
delight it generates, is a major focus point in today’s high tech industry,” says Ribet.
The Phones team within Microsoft Devices
Group is responsible for the company’s devices strategy, including Microsoft Lumia smartphones and accessories, and it takes product
design very seriously.
“We want to be known for beautiful and technologically advanced products that help people
do more and provide them with great experiences when they access information or simply

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

communicate with one another,” says Pauli
Korhonen, a solution delivery manager of mechanical engineering at Microsoft. In 2014,
Microsoft made important game-changing
decisions to streamline the way in which it develops products and leverages its design talent.
“From an IT perspective, we were using heavily customised third-party applications that resulted in a too high total cost of ownership to
keep software maintained and up to date,” says
Korhonen. “We, therefore, needed to standardise our installation at all our development
sites around the world to improve product design cycle times and data quality, to provide all
stakeholders with access to accurate product information, and to increase the efficiency of our
R&D and manufacturing entities.”
The group adopted Dassault Systèmes’
3DEXPERIENCE platform alongside two
industry-specific solutions called HT body
and Smarter, Faster, Lighter to streamline
product development.“We help high tech companies imagine, engineer, deliver and market
successfully smart connected experiences in

“We want to be known for beautiful
and technologically advanced
products that help people do more”
the age of the internet of things,” says Ribet.
“Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, our
industry solutions allows them to create digital, durable and desirable experiences.”
For a global organisation, providing all stakeholders with remote and simultaneous access to
product information shortens development cycle
times and improves design quality – and this is
what the solutions from Dassault Systèmes help
them to do. “With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform we have real concurrent engineering with
everyone working on the same design at the
same time,” says Korhonen.
Smarter, Faster, Lighter further enhances collaboration by allowing multi-disciplinary teams
to work simultaneously on product development. This improves profitability by accelerating
time to market and reducing engineering costs.
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Smarter, Faster, Lighter
provides a clear view
of the product as
it evolves, allowing
Microsoft to design
and add individual
components

“Our products are increasingly sophisticated
because of the interdependence among mechanical housing, printed circuit board and assembly process,” says Korhonen. “Smarter, Faster,
Lighter supports the integrated approach that is
essential to any mechatronics design with endto-end traceability. Multidisciplinary teams have
online access to our environment. They work in
concert and are aware, at all times, what their
colleagues and other project participants are doing and what their requirements are. The design
matures as an ensemble, which minimises costly
re-dos and product recalls.”
HT body, meanwhile, ensures that the final
product looks as good as it can be. According
to Ribet, it’s the ‘ultimate design experience’. “It
gives you a platform where your designers can
explore their ideas and effectively push the best
designs further,” he says. “It helps any design
team to innovate and create, which ultimately
results in great aesthetics in the final product.”
It’s also highly secure. “This is very crucial for a
global business, because it gives everyone access to
the same information, which results in shorter development cycle times and better quality designs,”
Ribet adds. “When everyone sees the latest designs, they are able to adequately improve on it, all
while safeguarding their designs from prying eyes.”
Today, hundreds of users in Microsoft Devices Group across Europe, the Americas and Asia
use the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, bringing
together talent spanning multiple disciplines,

from design and engineering to sourcing and
manufacturing. Ultimately, this is helping them
to simplify the way they design and develop the
next generation of devices.
“We now want to provide key suppliers and other
disciplines in our global organisation with access to
this platform and the high tech industry solution
experiences to streamline collaboration even further by eliminating the need to send information
back and forth,” says Korhonen. “Extending these
experiences to other stakeholders will enable them
to participate in the design effort as well, and to exchange ideas, which will lead to exciting products
that help people do more.”
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The rise of

connected devices
In-home internet of things device adoption rates are set to soar in the coming years.
We explore what opportunities this brings to manufacturers and how they can deliver
connected experiences that provide value to consumers
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

The number of people
who own wearable
devices, such as
Microsoft Band, will
reach 28% by 2016
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A

cquity Group’s 2014 Internet of Things
Study reports that today, 7% of consumers own a wearable internet of things
(IoT) device and 4% have an in-home IoT device
such as a smart thermostat or in-home security
camera. By 2016, wearable device adoption rates
are expected to reach 28% and, within the next
five years, nearly two-thirds of consumers plan
to buy an in-home IoT device.
“While IoT is still in its infancy, this technology is poised for massive growth in the next
decade,” says the report. “We are already seeing
computer- and sensor-infused objects in a variety of industries, including automotive, energy,
consumer electronics and in-home appliances.
As it becomes less expensive to integrate technology into physical objects, we will see more
applications and adoption of this technology.”
Indranil Sircar, director of Microsoft’s industry
technology strategy for discrete manufacturing, is
not alone in the belief that the rise of IoT presents
a huge opportunity for manufacturers. “IoT offers
so many benefits for manufacturers, both in terms
of market demand for the production of billions of
new smart devices, which will generate new revenue streams, but also from the chance to more efficiently track materials and components, leading to
better service delivery as well as cost efficiencies.”

While many talk about IoT as a revolution,
Sircar explains that it is more likely to come as
an evolution. “IoT has arrived and ‘things’ are
already being connected, allowing people to harness data to generate new insights, efficiencies
and opportunities. Over time, these connected
systems will become connected to other connected things, creating more effective solutions
delivering significant value to end consumers.”
One key area in which IoT is expected to have a
dramatic impact is in consumers’ homes. According to NXP Semiconductors, within five years,
most homes will have 200 devices linked to the
internet, from light bulbs to washing machines.
Earlier in 2014, US home automation and
control technology company Insteon integrated Cortana, Microsoft’s Windows phone digital assistant, with its smart products, enabling
users to control and monitor their homes via
voice commands.
Through the Insteon Windows 8.1 Phone app,
users can accomplish a variety of tasks by simply
speaking to their Windows phone, such as turning lights on and off or dimming them, locking
and unlocking doors, opening and closing a garage door, adjusting the thermostat and more.
“Our long-term goal is to give users complete
autonomy over their homes and smart prod-

VIEWPOINT

End-to-end design
Olivier Ribet at Dassault Systèmes highlights the importance of bringing together multidisciplinary teams to deliver smart products in the age of IoT
Consumers don’t just want products anymore. They want
true end-to-end compelling and intuitive experiences
that are possible thanks to the combination of hardware,
software, content, applications and services.
But delivering ultimate experiences presents a number
of challenges for manufacturers. Products are much
more complex to design when they have multiple
components. Bringing together multi-disciplinary
teams requires extraordinary coordination of systems,
electronics, mechanical and software engineering.
The development environment requires more than simple
product lifecycle management tools. Diverse engineering
work must be intelligently captured, coordinated and
shared in real time with low effort and easy-to-understand
user interfaces. Different design goals, best practices,

terminologies, specifications and schedules must all be
efficiently managed and shared with a holistic view.
The Dassault Systèmes Industry Solution Experiences
powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE platform help high tech
companies streamline their global product development
processes. They provide a structured, integrated,
yet flexible and modular collaborative development
experience. This ensures that each engineer is 100% aware
of their colleagues’ work and the associated impacts that
each change will generate. It helps accelerate product
development cycles and minimise engineering costs, while
improving product development capacity.
Olivier Ribet is vice president of High-Tech Industry at
Dassault Systèmes
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ucts,” said Joe Dada, Insteon’s CEO, in a press
release. “Adding a voice-driven, personal assistant into the mix is just another way that we can
make people’s lives easier.”
IoT devices are also expected to become increasingly popular in the wearables space. Microsoft has recently unveiled a new wearable
smart band and health platform that aims to
make the process of tracking personal fitness
easier, more insightful and more holistic. Microsoft Band features ten smart sensors that
monitor wearers’ heart rate, calorie intake,
sleep quality and more. It also delivers a number of productivity scenarios with smart notifications, including incoming calls, e-mails, texts
and social updates, as well as access to Cortana.
Over time, Microsoft Health will combine fitness data with calendar and e-mail information
from Office. This will help to deliver insights into
fitness performance relative to work schedules
and determine things such as whether eating
breakfast improves performance.
Sircar explains that products like this will become more widespread as the capabilities to deliver useful insights continue to develop.
“At the end of the day, it is about providing a
consumer experience that delivers significant
value,” he says. “In the case of Microsoft Band, it’s
not just about delivering health insights, it’s about

bringing together all of the elements of a consumer’s work and day-to-day life”
Aside from manufacturing these physical
connected products, companies will also need
to develop services that coordinate and manage the multiple things that consumers will interact with on a daily basis – both at home and
at work. In fact, research firm Gartner predicts
that IoT will create US$1.9 trillion of economic value add by 2020, and 80% of that supplier
revenue will be derived from services rather
than products.
“The incremental cost of hardware and embedded software is relatively small, whereas the
service and analytics opportunity is much larger,” according to Gartner. “While initially, much
of the supplier focus in the IoT markets will be
on hardware and software, as business models
mature, the market will increasingly be driven
by services, including data analytics.”
In the future, as more data is processed and
analysed by smart connected products, the
greater opportunities businesses will have
to deliver value to their customers, identify
trends for further product and service marketing initiatives, as well as help to save on energy
use. “For example, as the maturity of cloudbased connected consumer devices evolves,
more sophisticated tools – such as machine

VIEWPOINT

IoT in the factory
Manufacturers can benefit from connected products to reduce downtime and ensure greater efficiency
across their businesses, explains Johannes Petrowisch at COPA-DATA
Big data and IoT solutions are reshaping business as
we know it today. They are helping manufacturers to
optimise their operations, provide better services to
their customers and create new fields of businesses.
Today, the key to success is all about efficiency, flexibility
and the ability to optimise production processes, and this
is exactly what can be achieved by collecting and analysing
process data in real time. By having the insight to reduce
equipment failure and maintenance downtime, and
optimise the use of resources, manufacturers can improve
overall equipment effectiveness and achieve significant
cost savings across their businesses.
Connected sensors will take this a step further. Not only
will manufacturers be able to fix equipment failures more
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quickly, they will be able to predict potential problems too.
And maintaining machines before they break down means
addressing failures before they even happen.
From sensors and mobile devices to the cloud, COPADATA’s HMI/SCADA and reporting software zenon enables
manufacturers to collect and process data from multiple
industrial hardware components, providing the information
they need to optimise their production processes. This
includes the analysis of real-time and historical data across
multiple production sites, allowing for better benchmarking
and actionable insights for manufacturers.
Johannes Petrowisch is partner account manager
at COPA-DATA

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Insteon’s Windows
8.1 Phone app allows
users to remotely
control appliances in
their home

learning – can be applied to vehicle data to develop optimal performance settings and even
send control parameters to the car for better
performance,” explains Sircar.
Over the next few years, Sircar says that the rise
of standards like AllJoin will make interoperability a lot easier to accomplish, allowing more
things to become connected to each other, gen-

erating greater value for the end user. “It may not
be too farfetched to imagine that home appliances in future will be connected to each other and
able to send useful insights. So, a refrigerator
may be able to send me an alert when I’m on my
way home to let me know that I need to pick up
some more milk. I believe we’re just at the start
of realising the true potential of IoT.”

VIEWPOINT

Smarter and safer vehicles
Aside from building the cars themselves,
manufacturers also need to focus on the overall vehicle
experience, says Olivier Sappin at Dassault Systèmes
Soon, cars will not only be an expression of personal style;
they will become a mobility-based service delivery vehicle
that intelligently connects to traffic, urban and even
community and home-grids. They will be smart and safe.
We are entering the era of mobile experiences, and
in the automotive space this is leading to innovations
around onboard systems, passenger and pedestrian
safety, and much more. In fact, electronics and software
currently represent over 80% of vehicle innovation,
with much of that focused on active or passive safety,
entertainment and performance.
Our industry solution experiences like ‘Smart, Safe &
Connected Car’ and ‘Modular, GloCal & Secure’ are tailored

for automotive manufacturers and developers of complex
systems, helping them to holistically address the specific
needs of this dynamically evolving industry. Customers
like Renault, Jaguar Land Rover, Akka Technologies and
Tesla motors are already leveraging the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform to exploit new levels of engineering productivity
while pushing the boundaries of innovation.
Olivier Sappin is vice president of Transportation and
Mobility Industry at Dassault Systèmes
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Paul Sicking
As CTO of Siemens PLM Software, Paul Sicking is responsible for tracking new
technology and trends and figuring out how they can be incorporated into the
company’s software to benefit customers. Success, he says, is not just about inventing
some cool, new technology, it’s about identifying the business value in it too
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

T

he computing world was a lot simpler when
Paul Sicking joined Siemens PLM Software
40 years ago. “We referred to the computers
we were using at the time as mini computers, but
there was nothing mini about them compared to
what we have today,” he says.
Having started out as a programmer in the
area of finite element modelling and CAD, over
the years Sicking has held a wide range of technical and managerial positions, progressing up
the ranks to the role of CTO. Today, when he’s
not involved in charity work – building houses
for people living in impoverished conditions in
Mexico – Sicking spends his time driving new
initiatives throughout Siemens PLM Software,
and working with product groups to ensure
that the technology they develop aligns with the
company’s overall strategy. “I’m always learning
about new technologies and how we might leverage them,” he says. “Ultimately, it’s my responsibility to work on the overall technical strategy
of the organisation.”
Last year, Siemens PLM Software celebrated its
50th anniversary as a software company and, although the technologies it delivers today are quite
different from what it first offered customers all
those years ago, the things that made it successful
back then are still alive and well in the company
today. “That involves staying close to our customers, treating them as partners, having empathy
for their situation and not just coming in, selling
software and then leaving,” says Sicking.
So while the company spends a lot of time innovating and developing new technologies, it always keeps in mind the potential impact this will
have on its customers. “We recognise the investments they have made in our existing technology
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and we ensure that they can leverage that investment in new generations of our products,” says
Sicking. “One of the ways we refer to that is piecewise revolution – that is, we make major advances to our technologies but allow our customers to
adopt those advancements incrementally.”
Currently, Sicking says that mobile and cloud
technologies in particular are having a significant
impact on the computing landscape. “Mobility
and cloud are two key trends that are playing a
major role in our software and how our customers use our software,” he says. “There are fewer
parts of the world where you can’t get an internet
connection these days, so that pervasive connectivity is really important to our customers.”
To keep up with developments like this, S iemens
takes a pretty structured approach to tracking
new technology and trends. “We have something
that we call an ‘innovation radar’ to help identify
fields of innovation,” says Sicking. “Within those
fields we identify pertinent technologies and predict at what point we think they’re going to be
mature enough to incorporate into our products.”
Siemens listens carefully to its customers too.
“They’re a great source of ideas and advise us on
how new technologies can be used in industry,”
Sicking explains.
In fact, the CTO has said that one of the most
important lessons he’s learned in business so far
is staying close to customers at every stage of the
development process. “You can’t just sit in an ivory tower and invent some cool, new technology,”
he says. “You need to make sure that there is some
business value in it. Really, our customers are a
kind of truth serum for us. If we have a great idea,
they will tell us it’s great, and if we have a stupid
one, they’re not shy about saying it’s stupid!”

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

“Manufacturers are producing more
intelligent products than ever before”

The company also values its partnerships with
other technology vendors such as Microsoft to
strengthen its offering. “JT is a great example of
our partnership with Microsoft,” says Sicking.
“We’ve worked closely with the company over the
last year or so to make our JT technology available more pervasively in the Windows environment. JT2Go, our 3D viewer, runs on W
 indows
8.1 and is now available in the Windows Store.
Working with Microsoft, we have incorporated
the modern Windows interface and integrated it
into the overall Windows environment, including Office and 3D printing.”
Looking ahead, Sicking says that his company will continue to develop solutions that keep
manufacturers at the forefront of innovation.
“We need to be prepared to quickly leverage new

technologies along with our existing solutions,”
he says. “One example of how we’re supporting
manufacturing is 3D printing – although additive manufacturing may be a more accurate way
of referring to it. We’re looking at novel ways to
combine additive manufacturing with our traditional subtractive technologies, so that users can
build up material and then very accurately remove and refine a bit of material to make a very
precise product.
“Manufacturers are producing more intelligent
products than ever before and I think that our
solutions are going to play a major role in driving forward their innovation efforts. Siemens
has a unique set of talent and resources within its
corporate family, so we will continue to leverage
that too to ensure we stay ahead of the game.”
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Make a breakthrough
in machinery engineering.
Siemens PLM Software: Smarter decisions, better products.

Deliver smarter machinery
faster—with less risk.
Machinery manufacturers face intense global competition,
increasing regulatory pressure and growing demand for
custom machines.
To stand out, you need to break through. You need to
design, engineer and manufacture smart “Mission-driven
Machines” that can be customized easily, assembled
confidently and delivered dependably.
Siemens PLM Software can help. Our Advanced Machine
Engineering solution can help you achieve faster systemsdriven design, better upfront validation, streamlined
manufacturing—and greater profitability.
Learn more about our solution for Mission-driven
Machines at bit.ly/breakthrough5

Advanced Machine Engineering from
Siemens PLM Software helps manufacturers develop more profitable industrial
machinery, with faster product delivery
and reduced lifecycle costs.
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A fresh approach
Equipped with a new brand identity, JDA Software’s mission is to provide innovative
software solutions that help its supply chain customers succeed. We spoke with the firm’s
chief marketing officer, Kevin Iaquinto, to find out more

T

he recently unveiled new brand identity
from supply chain solutions specialist JDA
Software features an important tagline
for the company – ‘Plan to deliver’. According
to the company’s chief marketing officer Kevin
Iaquinto, this new mission statement clear
ly articulates JDA’s commitment to delivering
complete, end-to-end solutions that encompass
everything from planning to delivery for retailers, manufacturers and distributors.
Tell us a little about JDA Software and how
the company has evolved in recent years?
An incredible amount of change has happened at
JDA over the past few years as a result of our product innovations and acquisitions that people often
don’t hear about. While customers may know that
we acquired i2 and merged with RedPrairie in recent years, many don’t know that this has created
a company with over 4,800 associates with over
10,000 collective years of experience in retail and
supply chain. Or that JDA has been filing an average of one patent per month for the past 36 months
and now has over 400 patents granted or pending.
What is the essence of the new JDA
brand identity?
The essence of our brand is embodied in our
new tagline – ‘Plan to deliver’. It reflects how our
game-changing portfolio of end-to-end solutions helps our retail, manufacturing and distributor customers to deliver more to their own
customers. It also embodies our commitment to
our customers that we will always deliver on our
promise of superior software, services and deployment options.
How does this translate into practice?
Our new visual identity represents a fresh, modern, approachable JDA, with a laser-focus on ensuring customer success throughout the organisation, and an accelerating pace of innovation.

“JDA has been filing
an average of one
patent per month for
the past 36 months”

The new corporate identity also includes the new
infusion of talent into JDA, including our new
CEO, Bal Dial. JDA has more talent and experience than anyone else in the industry, which translates into superior solutions and services.
What other changes are you making to better
serve customers?
We have reorganised the company with the specific purpose of better serving our customers’
needs, whether that is developing agile and innovative technology, the industry’s first and only
end-to-end cloud deployed planning to delivery
solutions, expert consulting, or customer-driven
support and services. We know that in this increasingly volatile, rapidly changing world, our
customers cannot successfully compete unless
we deliver innovative products and services on
a rapid-fire basis.
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Winning today’s
challenges in pharma
ANDREA RUOSI: AX FOR PHARMA

Integrated enterprise resource planning systems are key to
helping pharmaceutical companies control operational costs
while remaining compliant

P

harmaceutical companies across the globe
must contend with numerous challenges.
They face pressure to control operational costs, increase R&D investments and reduce
prices for end users, and must also remain compliant with ever-increasing industry regulations.
For example, as the number of ‘pharmerging
markets’ and the ‘patent cliff ’ – a phenomenon
prompted by patents for major prescription drugs
expiring – continues to escalate, major pharmaceuticals will lose revenue to smaller players
mass-producing generic versions of medications.
Meanwhile, amendments to legislations such
as the Good Manufacturing Practices Chapters
3 and 5 will force pharmaceutical companies to
improve quality control and develop dedicated
facilities to address cross-contamination issues.
Changes to packaging requirements will also
significantly increase costs across the whole supply chain and subsequently raise product costs.
While essential, ensuring compliance and
producing high quality products in a tightly
regulated industry can be difficult. Most pharmaceuticals now have a quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC) department, with a
quality management system to identify, monitor
and prevent defects in processes and products.
Using standardised operating procedures and
policies, QA/QC teams help companies to meet
production and regulatory requirements, while
limiting instances of non-conformity across
their supply chains.
The pharmaceutical industry typically approaches
quality control reactively, implementing corrective
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actions to combat instances of non-conformity.
This is often done manually, which can lead to data
duplication and human error.
Instead, organisations should take a more proactive approach, prioritising product performance and quality from the start. This requires
modern IT systems and integrated enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solutions that provide
full control over operational processes.
Our experience with companies that deploy
our AX for Pharma solution – which leverages Dynamics AX, SQL Server, SharePoint and
Office – indicates that it significantly improves
the user experience and allows the QA/QC de-

“Modern ERP solutions provide full
control over operational processes”
partment to manage, update and validate the
system in a controlled and cost-effective manner. The solution can also be combined with
industry-specific systems to natively support

many ERP and quality-related workflows. This
ensures compliance with international regulations and guidelines from industry bodies, such
as the Food and Drug Administration and the
European Medicines Agency.
AX for Pharma is a fully integrated, off-the-shelf
solution, with continuously-added new features
and functionalities to help businesses remain
compliant and at the forefront of the industry.
Andrea Ruosi is CEO of AX for Pharma
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Industry 4.0: from
vision to reality
M I K E J A M E S : AT S I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Introducing the trends around social, digital and
sustainability that are coming together to drive Industry
4.0 – the fourth industrial revolution

I

n April 2013 at Hannover Messe, a consortium of universities, research institutions and
industrial companies in Germany presented
a report which called for investment, awareness, ideas and further research to help realise
Industry 4.0 – a term used to describe a wide
variety of innovations in IT, manufacturing
technology and materials that will lead to the
fourth industrial revolution.
On the other side of the Atlantic, the Smart
Manufacturing Leadership Coalition in the US
is supporting the development of smart manufacturing – systems that integrate manufacturing intelligence in real-time across an entire
production operation.
Essentially, the industrialised countries have
spotted an opportunity. Each wants to be at the
forefront of the new industrial revolution – a
revolution which is expected to bring manufacturing back to Europe and North America, and
create high value-added jobs.
Social, technology and green changes are driving the revolution, which will lead to the individualisation of mass production. Everything from
your car to your shoes will be made to your specifications, but still mass produced.
This is a social change and we estimate that
people are willing to pay around 10-15% more
for a unique product. At the same time, they expect to be able to get their hands on their purchase almost immediately, and this is driving the
trend to make products locally.
Green is having a major impact too; we do
not want any waste, and we do not want to use

precious fuel to transport goods unnecessarily. Again, this will lead to small-scale, localised
manufacturing. Microbreweries are already
leading the charge in this respect.
In the fourth industrial revolution, manufacturing plants will be self-organising. Products
and machines will be able to talk to each other,
and they will have chips with detailed manufacturing instructions embedded in them.
Then there is the concept of cyber physical systems. Our plants, products and equipment will
first be built in simulated environments and virtual
reality will be used to check the feasibility, layout,
quality and volume that can be achieved. Not a

“Everything from your car to
your shoes will be made to
your specifications”
foundation stone will be laid of the physical factory
before the virtual factory has been perfected.
So how can manufacturers drive forward
this next industrial revolution? I’ll consider
this question in future articles within OnWindows, as well as at my upcoming global workshops hosted by the Manufacturing Operations
Management Institute. For discussion – what
steps can manufacturers take to prepare for the
fourth industrial revolution?
Mike James is the chairman and CTO
of ATS International
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From start-up
to enterprise
Fluids and environmental solutions provider Rockwater Energy Solutions
is using Microsoft Dynamics AX and Dynamics CRM to support its rapidly
growing business and give executives the ability to gain a snapshot into
the health of the business at any given moment

R

ockwater Energy Solutions is a fluids management and environmental solutions provider that was formed in 2011 to pioneer
the concept of a complete lifecycle solution for
oilfield water management. The company focuses
on recycling water that is used during hydraulic
fracturing and provides services to meet the water, stimulation, fracturing, fluids and production
needs of customers in the oil and gas sector.
Following the appointment of Biren Kumar
as the company’s CIO, Rockwater set out to
build an IT environment that would support its
growth amid an aggressive acquisition strategy.
One of the most important decisions Kumar
would have to make in his new role was choosing the right enterprise resource planning
(ERP) solution.
Before adoption, several key requirements
had to be addressed. The system would need
to support Rockwater’s complex entity structure, including the ability to perform multi-level
consolidations and handle multiple charts of accounts. The system also needed to analyse business information across region, location and line
of business. Multicurrency and deep manufacturing capabilities were also required.
Rockwater selected Microsoft Dynamics AX
as it has the features and capabilities required
to meet the company’s needs. Rockwater would
also be able to fully use the Microsoft technology
stack thanks to the solution.
“Our major reason for choosing Microsoft
Dynamics AX over other ERP systems is that it
allows us to be flexible and agile,” says Kumar.
“It has robust manufacturing capabilities and is
backed by partners that offer industry solutions.”
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Following the deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX, Rockwater’s management decided the
next order of business would be to deploy a customer relationship management (CRM) system.
“From a pricing and value perspective, we liked
what we saw with Microsoft Dynamics CRM –
and as an added value, integration across the Microsoft solution stack allows for seamless flow of
information,” says Kumar.
Over 18 months, Rockwater worked with
Microsoft partner Edgewater Fullscope to deploy Dynamics AX to 30 entities. Today, a single
instance of Microsoft Dynamics AX manages all
30 entities and accounts for the company’s complex organisational structure.
“Rockwater Energy Solutions has experienced
tremendous growth in a short period of time,” says
Russell Smith, senior vice president of Edgewater
Fullscope. “Microsoft Dynamics AX has kept pace
with Rockwater’s growth and provides a strong
platform for them to build upon in the future.”
The initial deployment of Microsoft Dynamics
AX took only six months, and currently 400 staff
use the solution. These users are spread across
30 business entities and the company’s chemical
manufacturing and water management divisions.
In the chemical manufacturing division, Microsoft Dynamics AX is used in nearly every
process in the manufacturing and distribution
of chemicals to wholesalers and retailers. In the
water management division, the ERP solution
covers equipment rentals, water transportation,
sand pipeline and proppant management used in
the hydraulic fracturing process.
Rockwater is using cloud-based technologies,
including Office 365 and Microsoft Azure, to

Using cloud-based
technologies,
Rockwater has helped
improve business
information availability
for remote workers
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help increase the availability of business information to mobile and remote workers.
The company has also built dashboards and
analysis tools to leverage the data created by Microsoft Dynamics AX and Microsoft Dynamics
CRM through PowerPivot and PowerBI. And
thanks to Microsoft Azure, Rockwater is making
data from Microsoft Dynamics AX available in a
number of mobile applications.
“For a company with 1,000 trucks and 5,000
mobile assets, mobility is huge,” says Kumar.
“We have built apps such as a truck locator

which helps us answer the questions like where
is a particular truck? How far is that particular
truck from a job?”
Rockwater has also centralised its back offices
from ten processing locations to just two, helping
improve back-office efficiency by as much as 30%.
With Microsoft Dynamics AX, Rockwater is able
to react to market changes and deploy new functionality that will help improve processes, support
the needs of new acquisitions, and innovate.
“With Microsoft Dynamics AX, we can begin to
differentiate our company to our customers based
on information – be it through portals or mobile
devices,” says Kumar. “And it’s being able to provide that information which will hook our customers and keep them coming back to Rockwater.”
Bill Moffett, manufacturing industry senior
product manager for Microsoft Dynamics, is
excited about the partnership with Rockwater
Energy and Edgewater Fullscope. “Rockwater’s
success with Microsoft Dynamics is a fantastic
example of what happens when you bring the
power of the full Microsoft solution platform
together with resources from our partner ecosystem that know really how to implement effectively,” he says. “When you combine the right
tools with the right partner and then throw in a
powerful vision of what success looks like from
three key business partners in Rockwater Energy, Microsoft and Edgewater Fullscope, it makes
for a fantastic success story across the board.”
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Turning information
into innovation
Using Teamcenter from Siemens PLM Software, South East (Fujian) Motor in China has
established a foundation to better manage R&D data, increase production capacity and
develop new brands

F

ounded in 1995, South East (Fujian) Motor
(SEM) is a joint venture between China Motor
Corporation, Fujian Motor Industry Group
and Mitsubishi Motors. Its principal activity is the
manufacture and sale of cars and minibuses sold
under the Soueast and Mitsubishi brands.
SEM currently has an annual production capacity of 150,000 vehicles, but it will soon commence an expansion project that will allow it to
produce between 400,000 and 500,000 vehicles
per year. In addition, it is working hard to develop cars under its own independent brand,
such as the V3 Lingyue, the V5 Lingzhi and V6
Lingshi, which are already on the market. Future
plans call for DX7 and R7 sport utility vehicles as
well as new energy-efficient vehicles.
To accomplish these goals, SEM needed an
advanced product lifecycle management (PLM)
platform that would manage R&D data across
multiple information systems, and it chose
Teamcenter software from Siemens PLM Software to handle this.
“Teamcenter provides a complete platform and
integrated solution covering the whole product
lifecycle from product planning, industrial design, engineering design, quality management,
production management all the way through
product services,” says Li Yongbin, consultant
manager in SEM’s general manager’s office.
Today, SEM’s PLM system provides a unified
R&D information management platform that
delivers real-time, accurate, traceable vehicle development information. The system enables fully
configured bill of materials management, manages design process standards and specifications, and
fosters collaborative product development. It also
permits digital mock-ups of vehicles, improving
data accuracy and quality, and enhancing the effi-

ciency of the design change process. The drawing
release process is now 30% faster, the engineering
release process in management fields is 40% faster,
and design drawing accuracy is over 99%.
The Teamcenter implementation is part of SEM’s
process of continuous informationalisation (a
term that refers to the automation of business processes). SEM has attained great benefits from this,
enjoying direct economic returns of more than 13
million Yuan annually from reduced stock, inventory, capital costs, labour costs and production
costs, as well as improved productivity.
SEM is now planning to expand PLM to upstream
and downstream engineering, and to introduce additional Teamcenter functionality such as program
and project management, style management, design process management, parts management and
computer-aided engineering (CAE) integration. Its
ultimate aim is to facilitate innovation in products
and business processes by turning information
into an important strategic resource that enhances
the core competitiveness of the enterprise.

With its new PLM
system, SEM is able to
bring new vehicles to
market faster
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Get off the paper trail
and onto the Fast Track

Overwhelmed by stacks of paper, misplaced
invoices, lost money and wasted time?
MetaViewer’s Fast Track delivers an extremely competitive price and
minimal implementation time for web-based AP automation giving you
OCR, work flow, real-time visibility and full Microsoft Dynamics integration.

Pitch The Paper Clips and get on the Fast Track with MetaViewer.

AX | GP | SL | NAV | CLOUD

Pitch The Paper Clips | www.metaviewer.com/for-Microsoft-Dynamics
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M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Automated and
error-free accounts
US steel plate distributor Leeco Steel has automated its accounts processes using
Metafile’s MetaViewer, helping it to increase staff productivity and handle more
invoices than ever before

L

eeco Steel is one of the largest steel plate distributors in North America. In recent years
it has experienced exponential growth, but
it was finding that its current imaging system
could not keep up.
The company decided to look for a paperless
document management solution in order to increase employee efficiency, simplify and make
its accounts payable process more transparent,
as well as increase billing accuracy.
The solution needed to be able to automate
both Leeco’s accounts payable and receivable
processes, be accessible via the web and give the
company’s IT department the ability to manage
its own system to cut back on costs.
Leeco selected Metafile’s MetaViewer document management solution to integrate with
its existing enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system. Today, the document management solution handles all of the company’s invoices – both
print and electronic. This means that all invoices are indexed, routed and archived without
the need for manila folders, filing cabinets and
binder tabs. And, instead of risking the possibility of data entry errors, the entire process is automated and keeps invoices and other documents
in order. By doing this, time can be used more
efficiently by employees who no longer have to
enter data manually.
“Integrating MetaViewer into both accounts
payable and accounts receivable departments
makes it quicker, easier and safer to manage invoices and other documents,” says Nick Sprau,
vice president of marketing and sales at Metafile
Information Systems. “By automating these processes, employees are freed up to work on other
crucial business projects while letting MetaViewer and their ERP system do all the rest.”

Leeco’s accounts receivable department now
has much more streamlined processes. By combining its new document management system
with its existing ERP platform, time for invoice
processing has been reduced while productivity
has increased – the company is able to process
20% more invoices than before.
“The department had previously endured a
daily multi-step process to manage documents,
including bank documents, credit applications
and accounts receivable invoices,” says Sprau.
“Now, rather than sending multiple e-mails to
clients and customers, they send out one all-inclusive email that contains all of the content that
had previously been sent individually.”
In addition, the company’s daily received not
invoiced (RNI) report, or accrued payables, used
to amount to US$8 million worth of unpaid materials. With MetaViewer, its RNI report has been
reduced down to only US$1 million. This has resulted in fewer incorrectly vouchered receipts in
the RNI report and has saved the accounts payable department time, hassle and credibility.

By cutting out manual
data entry, Leeco Steel
staff have more time to
focus on other projects
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Reducing risk with
reliable recovery
Aeroplane repair firm AE&C Services has dramatically improved recovery
times while reducing its IT workload by implementing back-up, recovery
and replication software from Dell

A

E&C Services in the US provides repair and
overhaul services to aviation 
customers
worldwide. The company is certified by
the FAA and EASA as a Part 145 Repair Station
in component repair and overhaul, specialising
in electro-mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatictype aircraft components and accessories.
Like many fledgling small businesses, AE&C
Services began with an IT infrastructure comprising little more than a few desktop computers
and a Microsoft Access database for managing
work orders, inventory and so forth. As business
quickly grew, the company recognised the need
for a more sophisticated infrastructure.
AE&C Services started out with a Dell
PowerEdge SC420 server running Microsoft

Office Small Business Edition. Over several years,
the company added larger hard drives, more
RAM and faster processors. Then, when the time
was right, it upgraded to a Dell PowerEdge 1420
server for enterprise-level growth.
AE&C Services also upgraded its software to
keep up with business requirements, building
a SQL Server database and a comprehensive
content management system (CMS), which has
evolved over the years into a mission-critical
solution for AE&C Services.
“The custom CMS software and the SQL data
base are absolutely critical to our business,”
explains Jason Holland, system administrator and software developer at AE&C Services.
“Everything is integrated in there, including inventory, work orders, purchase orders, sales, and
shipping and receiving information. It’s now 5TB
and it continues to grow every day.”
To provide back-up and recovery for that critical data, AE&C Services was using NovaStor’s
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NovaBackup. However, the solution required a
great deal of manual intervention and failed to
deliver either the recovery point objective (RPO)
or the recovery time objective (RTO) that the
company needed – especially since the building
is in an industrial area that experiences frequent
short power failures.
For more reliable, automated back-up and
quick recovery, AE&C Services decided to implement AppAssure from Dell.
With AppAssure, AE&C Services is able to protect its mission-critical workloads and data with
snapshots it can count on, as often as every five
minutes. “We currently have AppAssure take
snapshots every hour,” says Holland. “Therefore,

AE&C Services now
backs up all its critical
data with AppAssure,
providing peace of
mind and ensuring
regulatory compliance

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

we have been able to cut our recovery point objective from two days to just one hour, minimising data loss to a level we are comfortable
with. And AppAssure is completely reliable;
it does what it’s supposed to do. I no longer
have to constantly be checking on backups and
tweaking settings.”
With AppAssure, AE&C Services can recover quickly from a failure, so Holland knows he
will never again have to spend a whole weekend
painstakingly restoring the environment. “I’ve
dealt with Novell back up, tape back ups and a
variety of software back ups – often you have to
go through several clicks and three or four tabs to
find what you’re looking for,” explains Holland.
“The AppAssure UI is very smooth. If some file
needs to be recovered, you can just go in there
and boom, you’re looking at it. Because I have
added a battery back up to handle the blackouts
we experience, I have not had to make a largescale recovery, but I estimate it would take less
than half a day with AppAssure, rather than the
48 hours or longer it used to take.”
AppAssure has enabled AE&C Services to reduce costs by 10%. In addition, Holland is saving an hour of work each day, giving him more

“If the main building were to go
up in flames, I could quickly get
another server and be back up
within a couple of days”
time to focus on other projects critical to the
business, such as the disaster recovery planning
required for both business continuity and regulatory compliance.
“Because AppAssure is so reliable and easy to
use, I save an average of an hour of work each day
on backup and recovery,” says Holland. “With
that time, I’ve been able to use AppAssure to implement a disaster recovery strategy and achieve
compliance with FAA regulations. In particular,
the FAA requires us to keep printed copies of the
updated work orders and the manuals the technicians use. With the AppAssure backup repository offsite, if the main building were to go up
in flames, I could quickly get another server and
be back up within a couple of days. Because we
could reprint all of the required documents, we
are now in compliance with the regulations.”
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Using digital to
differentiate
In a highly competitive market, energy retailer AGL knew that it needed to
compete on more than just price. To ensure it retained its leading position, it
turned to Avanade and Accenture for help

W

ith a history spanning 175 years,
Australia Gas and Light (AGL) has
cemented itself as one of Australia’s
most successful energy providers. Not only
does it sell and market natural gas, electricity and energy related products and services
to more than 3.8 million residential and small
business customers, but it’s also the largest
privately owned operator and developer of renewable generation assets.
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But staying ahead in today’s operating environment is no easy feat; deregulation in
the energy sector in 2001 paved the way for
a number of new energy utilities to enter the
market and AGL found itself trading in a more
dynamic and competitive marketplace. While
this new climate meant that customer churn
was at an all-time high, it also presented opportunities unprecedented in the industry. In
a highly competitive market, AGL knew that
it needed to compete on more than just price.
Therefore, to ensure it retained its leading position, AGL sought to differentiate itself from
competitors to reduce customer turnover and
to implement new strategies to retain their already strong customer base.
In order to achieve this, AGL turned to Avanade and Accenture to help it to provide more
engaging services to customers through the creation of a data-rich, personalised, online customer experience. It was also important to provide
tools to make easily available the data captured
by smart meters to enable customers to make informed decisions about their energy usage.
The project involved a number of solutions.
The first was to build a common platform that
could meet both internal and customer-facing
needs. This involved consolidating 50 independently managed business websites into one
consolidated platform. Avanade helped identify the functions and the requirements for each
site to ensure all needs would be met. The
solution also included using Microosft Azure
cloud technology to run the Sitecore-based
solution, again to maximise AGL’s existing
investment in Microsoft technologies. Cloud
technology facilitates efficiencies and scalability, ensuring the stability of the platform sup-
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porting high activity at peak times. Existing
self-service technology was migrated to the
Sitecore in Azure platform, so customers can
easily pay their bills, view their account activity or plan for a house move.
The new solution has meant significant gains
for AGL. The new platform offers customers personalised usage reports and 24-month
energy management plans, enabling them to
choose how to manage their energy consumption. As a result of these new features, home
page visitors are 47% more likely to go directly
to AGL’s energy plans page to consider AGL as
their energy provider.
With their site optimised for mobile, AGL is
seeing a 29% increase in mobile conversions
with an increase in mobile visitors overall. The
new ‘pay your bill’ quick link is the site’s second
most used link, suggesting customers value the
opportunity to easily pay their bill online. The

site is more accessible overall, loading up to 40%
more quickly, supporting a smooth user experience plus effective search engine optimisation.
By delivering personalised, actionable energy
information to its customers, AGL has boosted customer engagement, retaining existing
customers and attracting new ones. Mobile access has opened new doors to on-the-go, busy
customers who value the chance to connect via
their smartphones.
By developing an integrated platform with
strong design and scalable cloud technology,
the new AGL website is nimble and responsive, and can quickly accommodate changing requirements and market demands. In a
crowded, competitive energy market, Avanade
and Accenture have helped AGL differentiate
itself via a real-time, on-the-go ability to deliver meaningful data and help customers choose
wisely, when and how they use energy.

AGL is one of the largest
renewable energy
companies in Australia
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People Critical is the
New Mission Critical
What is the single most critical element
in your most critical operations?
Answer: It’s Your People
People drive revenue, deliver innovation, delight customers. And, thanks to mobility,
social, analytics & cloud, people are now more effective - and more critical - than
ever. From the devices they are using, the applications they are accessing and the
support they need, it’s all about the People.
Learn more at www.unisys.com/peoplecritical
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The amount of data that we are creating is increasing at a rate that is almost impossible to comprehend,
leading to numerous challenges in the public sector in
terms of management, storage and usage.
But with challenges come opportunities, and those
that are getting it right are reaping the rewards. Take
the University of Pisa, for example. By working with
technology leaders, the organisation is enabling greater productivity, fostering mobility and inspiring a
new generation of experts.

Planning
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Technology isn’t the
only smart solution
.
Cities aren’t necessarily made safer by simply adding
more security. Successful cities balance considered,
high-tech touches with effective urban planning to
bring the best out of people and places.

.

Observation

.

.
Information is just,
well, information

Facts and figures are great but cities run best when they
pay attention to people. Take traffic flow: congestion
isn’t only about cars. Understanding people’s patterns
creates safer streets.

.

Connections

.
Quantity is as
important as quality
.
It’s no surprise that successful partnerships lead to safer
cities. But building robust connections across a city, from
banks to butchers, means that everyone benefits from
each other’s best practice.

.

.
A city that works
is a city you want
to be in
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Genetec is there, behind the scenes, connecting the
dots to build stronger and more seamlessly run cities.
Solutions shouldn’t live in silos, and elements of urban
design can serve multiple functions. Can a camera be
used to both enhance public safety and inform redesigns
of public space? Yes. Can building trust between citizens,
businesses and authorities improve safety and help cities
prosper? Yes. The practicalities of running a city demand
that we find these synergies where we can.

.

At Genetec, our focus is just as much on the bigger
picture as it is on the finer details. Cities are dynamic,
changing places – and we know that to be successful,
a city has got to be future-wise.

To join the conversation on cities please visit
genetec.com /cities

.

“I’m still working for Microsoft after
17 years because I am convinced
technology can enable positive change”
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Rob Bernard
As Microsoft’s first chief environmental strategist, Rob Bernard has helped his
company become a more sustainable business. Now, he’s taking on a new challenge,
which involves bringing together Microsoft’s corporate sustainability practice with its
CityNext efforts, helping cities worldwide transform into low-carbon societies
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

F

or the last few years, Rob Bernard has
been responsible for defining and implementing the global strategy for Microsoft’s
environmental efforts. Under his leadership,
the company has succeeded in establishing a
carbon-neutral goal and the first-of-its-kind
internal carbon fee – a model that places a
price on carbon and makes the company’s
business divisions responsible for the cost of
offsetting the carbon emissions associated
with their electricity use and air travel. Bernard was also involved in a project which saw
the company build its very own ‘city of the future’ at its Puget Sound Campus, helping Microsoft to improve energy efficiency across its
real estate portfolio. But this is just the start.
Now, he is turning his attention to an even
greater cause: cities.
In October 2014, Bernard’s sustainability team
joined forces with the Microsoft CityNext initiative. In his new role as chief environmental and
cities strategist, Bernard’s task is not only to continue helping Microsoft manage its own business responsibly, but to build on the success of
CityNext and consider the role that the company
can play in reducing society’s resource use across
cities and urban areas worldwide.
“Cities generate around 80% of global economic output, and around 70% of global
energy use and energy-related GHG emis
sions,” he explains. “That is the current picture,
but if you add the UN forecast that by 2050
70% of the world’s population will live in cities/urban areas – an additional 2.3 billion more
people than live in cities today – it becomes
very clear that the future of environmental sus-

tainability is inextricably linked to the process
of urbanisation. How the world’s largest and
fastest-growing cities develop will be critical
to the future of sustainability and managing
climate change.”
The question Bernard and his team are asking is “How can we reconcile the anticipated
growth of urban areas and our dependency
on natural resources, with the need to create
more efficient, prosperous and economically
competitive cities?”
Faced with the mounting pressures of population growth and resource depletion, Bernard says that it is the cities that find ways to
manage their resources more efficiently, and
bridge their disparate systems to optimise
performance and value creation that will lead
the way. “We believe that cities who invest in
information and data as a resource will be
able to service increasing populations more
efficiently and with less waste,” he explains.
“Leveraging data to better manage cities’ infrastructures will assist in providing more,
higher quality services while at the same time
offering greater cost certainty.”
Microsoft CityNext is in large part a response
to trying to help customers address unmet needs,
and has already identified over 40 solution scenarios that tackle challenges faced by cities in
areas such as energy and water; buildings; infrastructure and planning; transportation; public
safety and justice; tourism, recreation, and culture; education; health and social services; and
government administration.
“City leaders worldwide are absolutely addressing challenges that include sustainable energy,
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water and transport,” says Bernard. “The work
we and our partners are doing in these areas will
continue, and the learnings and solutions that
arise from these efforts will indeed strengthen
and extend relevant solutions.”
While Microsoft CityNext takes advantage of
technology to help cities tackle their most pressing issues, Bernard explains that the strategy is
not solely about technology; it is about enabling
cities and citizens to be more productive while
simultaneously using fewer resources.
“Many of today’s high-profile city innovation
projects focus primarily on making infrastructure ‘smart’ by embedding sensors, upgrading
networking capabilities, and creating intelligence from data,” he says. “While this is a critical foundational step, limiting the conversation
to infrastructure and analytics misses an enormous opportunity to unlock the human potential within a city.”

“The ability to innovate
to transform resource use
remains one of the great
opportunities for cities”
When Microsoft launched Microsoft CityNext
over a year ago, it extended the conversation
around smart cities beyond infrastructure to
engage cities’ most important resource – its citizens. “True transformation will only be achieved
if cities take a people-first approach, enabling
cross-collaboration and citizen engagement,”
explains Bernard.
Microsoft CityNext is also about enabling
an ecosystem of new software development
to address the most pressing city and environmental challenges. “With the combination
of cloud, big data, mobile and social technologies, our partners are delivering amazing
solutions that touch lives in many ways,” says
Bernard. Together, we are helping students
achieve more through one-on-one learning
experiences; giving isolated populations access
to m
 uch-needed government services; providing the elderly with high-quality healthcare
from the comfort of their own homes; supporting entrepreneurs to see their ideas come
to fruition faster; getting commuters home
sooner; ensuring reliable and cost-effective

energy supplies to power a growing economy;
and giving city employees a real-time, one-city
view so they can do their jobs better.”
Working with its partner ecosystem, Bernard
believes that Microsoft is uniquely equipped
to help cities make a real impact in their communities and address challenges with whatever
infrastructure they have now. “The advances in
technology that enable new solutions which can
extract and analyse data from various sources
and formats is driving a revolution in resource
efficiency and doesn’t require a ‘rip-and-replace’
approach to infrastructure and existing technology,” he says. “That is super exciting and will help
cities make progress within the economic constraints they face.”
According to Bernard, we are in a very
exciting time in terms of what technology can
enable. “The power of cloud, big data, mobile
and social technologies – when combined – are
enabling new solutions that make it easier than
ever before to capture relevant data, to unlock
its power, to engage citizens and harness collective collaboration,” he says. “With the power
of computing now available in ways previously not possible, I expect to see a lot of creative
problem solving in the near future.”
Even in this era of urbanisation, budget cuts,
economic austerity, cybersecurity threats and
growing regulatory requirements, Bernard
does not believes that the vision of a vibrant city
should seem out of reach – nor should a move
to sustainability be seen as a constraint. “Sustainability is too often portrayed as a sacrifice
and lifestyle minimisation issue, when the ability to innovate to transform resource use and
improve quality of life remains one of the great
opportunities for cities and society,” he says.
Building on the previous successes he has
achieved with Microsoft, Bernard has a positive
outlook about where he can take his new role
and what he and his team can do through Microsoft CityNext. “I’m still working for Microsoft after 17 years because I am convinced technology can enable positive change,” he says. “I
have a personal passion and conviction to help
address the issues of environmental sustainability in the hope of making the future a better
place for all of us to live, work and play. If we
can help cities today realise their goals and ambitions, we are also setting the groundwork for
future generations to experience healthy, efficient, clean and fun environments.”
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Supporting the
future workforce
Maurizio Davini at the University of Pisa’s IT Center outlines the major storage
challenges inherent in supporting students and professors in their research efforts
and explains how Dell, Intel and Microsoft are providing much-needed help
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

O

ne of the oldest universities in the world,
the University of Pisa has over 57,000
students split across 20 departments.
Renowned for its research and development
efforts – especially in the fields of agriculture,
science, engineering and medicine – the university has spawned a number of notable alumni
including politicians, physicists, mathematicians
and computer scientists.
To maintain its position as a leader in education
and innovation, the university has a dedicated
IT centre, which not only supports its students
in their research and development ventures, but
also offers assistance to the Italian automotive and
manufacturing industry, providing facilities for
the design and testing of innovative solutions.
“On a daily basis we deliver a huge amount of
R&D support,” explains Maurizio Davini, the IT
Center’s technical coordinator. “A large amount
of our work involves providing adequate storage. For example, the Medical Research Centre
(called Imago 7) is developing a new MRI scanner which requires up to 750TB of storage for
its imaging. Meanwhile, we are supporting the
Medical Foundation’s genomic studies, which
requires large-scale storage. And racing car
manufacturer Ferrari, for a long time, has been
coming to us to help it with its high performance
computing requirements.”
Providing this level of support requires collaboration with technology partners, and this is where
Dell comes into play. “Our relationship with Dell
is not simply a case of supplier-client; it’s a real
collaboration,” Davini says. “Dell has helped us
to create a state-of-the-art storage and computing environment for our students and researchers
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and, in turn, we have helped Dell with a number
of proof of concepts. We help each other enormously – it’s a relationship that really works.”
The collaboration has most certainly paid off.
Together, the IT Center and Dell, along with help
from Intel, have successfully created the Dell|Intel
High Performance Computing (HPC) and Cloud
Competence Centre, which uses Microsoft cloud
technologies at its core running side to side with
open source HPC and cloud solutions. With this
in place, the facility has its own unified storage
solution, which can securely house and manage
block- and file-based data. At the heart of the
platform are five Dell EqualLogic PS6100XV and
PS6500E storage arrays and two Dell EqualLogic
FS7500 unified storage solutions. Combined, they
offer around 750 TB of capacity.
“No other solution that we looked at offered
the same kind of flexibility as the Dell solution,”
says Davini. “Today, we can meet the storage requirements of our users, regardless of what type
of data they want to store.”
Local institutions and university departments
can drive their research programmes through
better support. Using the Dell-Intel HPC &
Cloud Competence Center, the university is
helping these bodies run more sophisticated
programmes than ever before. Recent work has
involved analysing the mobility of people across
the region by using data produced by their mobile phones. The IT Center has also supported
research on tweeting.
“We can run highly complex algorithms that
were just not possible before our Dell solution,”
Davini says. “We can support local organisations
like Ferrari in their ventures. And we can drive

E D U C AT I O N

research that, in turn, is helping development
across the region.”
In addition, Microsoft Italy and the University of Pisa have launched Cloud OS Immersion,
a new competence centre and laboratory for
young people, Italian companies and professionals to experience the benefits of new technologies integrated into the cloud operating system.
The centre aims to facilitate encounters with the
technology and encourage dialogue and the experience sharing among experts from Microsoft,
university researchers, students, companies and
channel operators, in order to pool knowledge
on cloud computing and big data.

The IT Center is also working with Dell and
Microsoft to create a virtualised desktop environment that will foster greater mobility for
university staff and students alike.
And this is just the start of things to come.
Over the coming months, the IT Center will
work with Dell, Intel and Cloudera to deploy a
cloud-based big data solution that will be used
to educate a new generation of technology students. “We will use a solution based on Hadoop
to introduce big data into the curriculum,” Davini explains. “It’s fantastic that we can use technology like this to inspire and teach a whole new
generation of data scientists.”

Through its work
with Microsoft and
Dell, the university is
able to better support
its students
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Laying the foundation
for modern education
M A R I Ë T TA R I J N F R A N K : A P S I T S E R V I C E S

Schools need to take advantage of the latest technology developments
in order to empower their teachers and provide students with the best
education possible. But sometimes they need a helping hand

F

or over twenty years, APS IT Services has
been promoting the interests of primary education in the Netherlands in the fields of IT
and education. As an educational large account
reseller, we offer licenses to all Dutch primary
schools and, through the Microsoft School
Agreement offered by APS IT Services, these
7,800 schools make the best possible use of the
capabilities of Microsoft software and services.
APS IT Services organises the online
administrative registration of all educational
licenses through a specially designed web portal.
In this way both the provider (Microsoft) and
the user (the school) can easily contribute to the
further development of the use of technology in
education on the basis of their specific expertise.
In the Dutch educational licensing system,
teachers, school administrators, employees and
pupils can work at school and at home with
the latest available software – a solid basis for
facilitating education in the 21st century.
Ten years ago, to enable us to serve all schools
in the Netherlands as a fully-fledged partner,
APS IT Services set up a network to act as
the ‘eyes and ears’ of the schools. This BIC
(Bovenschoolse ICT-Coördinatoren – CrossSchool ICT Coordinators) network is made up
of some 120 individuals, located throughout the
Netherlands, who represent their constituents:
schools and school management boards. They
have unrivalled knowledge of the day-to-day
workings of their schools, and of their particular
wants and needs. The BIC network helps APS
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IT Services to match supply to demand. As
ambassadors, its members represent a valuable
and essential link between educational practice
and IT as provided by APS IT Services.
Microsoft licenses open up a wealth of
possibilities for schools. A product such as Office
365 helps users in an educational organisation on
many levels. So, for many years, APS IT Services
has offered training and consultancy on different
levels for management, system administrators
and teachers to help them take advantage of
available technology. A wide variety of training
programs and seminars are available, specially
tailored to these target groups. Popular themes
range from configuration and implementation to
using technology with students in the classroom.

“Office 365 helps users in an
educational organisation on
many levels”
Within the field of work of TAC TIX
(Training and Advisory Centre for Technology
Information Xchange), APS IT Services
offers a wide range of relevant services to
schools. Introductory sessions, basic training
and expert training programmes are offered
throughout the year, and implemented on the
basis of registrations by schools. In addition,
APS IT Services provides training on behalf
of Microsoft on elements of the ‘Partners in
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Learning’ programme, in which Innovative
Expert Educators and Innovative Schools can
share and learn with and from each other.
If an educational organisation has a demand
that can best be met with a bespoke solution,
APS IT Services offers a consultancy package.
For example, a customised configuration and
implementation of Office 365 can be carried
out in various ways, depending on the choices
and priorities of the school management
board. APS IT Services provides support
throughout this process. The translation of the
technical use and functional possibilities of
Office 365 into its use in education means that
schools, with appropriate guidance, can turn
their vision of using technological applications
in the educational process into a reality.
To provide inspiration, as well as for
benchmarking purposes, APS IT Services
has been organising international study
trips for several years. Every year, a group
of managers and staff with responsibility for
IT travel to Microsoft’s Executive Briefing
Center in Redmond, US to learn all about the
latest applications and possibilities envisaged

by Microsoft within its educational product
portfolio. Reference visits to American schools
are also built into the programme.
Inspirational presentations give the
participants in these study trips a ‘dot on
the horizon’ to test or further develop
their policy for the coming years. These
presentations give participants so much
insight into the possibilities offered by data
analysis, personalised learning, innovative
education and increased productivity that
after they return from the study trips, they
are often highly motivated and enthusiastic,
and succeed in taking major steps in their
schools’ development.
APS IT Services offers Dutch schools the
support they need to innovate through the
use of technology. By arranging licenses
and offering training and consultancy, APS
IT Services empowers schools to give their
students an even better preparation for 21stcentury society and the skills it demands.
Mariëtta Rijnfrank is manager of TAC TIX
at APS IT Services
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QNH helps public
agencies in achieving
their ambitions
Microsoft based public solutions

QNH provides public solutions that stimulate collaboration, communication and publishing within
or beyond the borders of organizations. Our solutions put the citizen, student and patient in the
center and ensure an efficient and transparent service. The solutions are ‘state of the art’ tools to
increase efficiency and reduce costs. Choose a cloud solution and you opt for a flexible cost model.

www.qnh.eu
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From paper
to smart devices
A L I S T E R E S A M : B O A R D PA C K S

Educational institutions must lead from the front if they are going to
help transform agenda-led meetings and go paperless

A

genda-led meetings remain a fundamental aspect of day-to-day business in the
education sector. However, it is a format
that has remained completely unchanged for
years; in the majority of cases, users still conduct
their meetings using hundreds of pages of paper.
In an era of smart devices, there is no excuse
for such outdated processes. Paper is inefficient
and inconvenient. It takes time to compile,
print, copy and collate, and then in the meeting
people end up spending more time verifying
the information to hand, rather than discussing
and making strategic decisions.
Some educational institutions have attempted to remove the paper burden by opting for
electronic document transmission, e-mailing
governing boards PDFs of the meeting papers.
But this is actually a retrograde step and does
not meet the data protection and security requirements of most educational institutions.
Furthermore, senior management are forced to
download various third-party annotative tools
in order to make comments on the papers.
Instead, users and partners within the public
sector need to build on technologies they have
previously invested in, and combine them with
new tools such as meeting management apps.
The BoardPacks 365 app from eShare harnesses the power of mobile devices and links
with systems such as Microsoft Office 365 and
SharePoint – tools which many organisations
already use daily. Users can access and share Microsoft documents easily, and edit them while

retaining version control. They can also look at
past or present information with a single touch,
take part in group discussions or decisions, and
keep an eye on the organisation’s risk profile
in real time, rather than carrying heavy paper
packs or trying to use PDFs that they can’t edit.
During meetings, users can access everything
they need from a tablet, including voting tools
and documents, saving them from having to
shuffle through a pile of papers, or find an e-mail
with the relevant documents. And, with oneclick document distribution, not only can the
organisation drastically reduce paper, print and

“Users and partners within the
public sector need to build on
technologies they have
already invested in”
collation costs, but users can make last-minute
changes, upload and advise members and,
once refreshed, they can instantly review the
latest version. There is no need for reprinting
or redistribution.
Given the pressure on educational institutions
to modernise their processes and cut costs, perhaps it’s time for them to do their homework
on paperless meetings and lead from the top.
Alister Esam is founder of BoardPacks
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Putting citizens
at the centre
Two public sector bodies in the UK have recently turned to Optevia to help them
operate more efficiently and better serve citizens. Through Dynamics CRM, they
are succeeding in streamlining their processes and putting the citizen at the
centre of everything they do

O

ptevia is a public sector customer
relationship management (CRM) solutions specialist and over the last few
months it was been working with two UK public
sector bodies – the Supreme Court (UKSC) and
the Judicial Court of the Privy Council (JCPC),
and the Town & Country Housing Group – to
implement Microsoft Dynamics CRM across
their organisations. Both customers selected the
solution with two key aims in mind: to streamline their processes and to better serve citizens.
UKSC and the JCPC are using D
 ynamics CRM
Online as their core case management system,
which is currently in a beta test with an integrated
electronic case management system.
The solution was procured via the G-cloud
framework and chosen to replace a less flexible
case management system. At the moment, both
courts are using the system to access case files, auditing, and details of appeals. The medium term
goal is for Dynamics CRM to be fully integrated with the UKSC and JCPC websites, enabling
real-time information about cases to be made
available to the public. In the future, Freedom
of Information requests and other public correspondence will also be stored on Dynamics CRM.
“Between 2009 and 2013 our IT infrastructure
and the applications running on it were not fully
fit for purpose,” says Paul Brigland, head of IT
services and departmental records officer at the
Supreme Court. “Our case management system
was designed with much larger caseloads in
mind, meaning that basic tasks could prove very
time consuming. The system could also be very
slow, mainly due to our server environment,
which also impacted on remote access.”
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UKSC and JCPC selected Dynamics CRM
from Optevia because it is a system that can be
self managed and developed by its own in-house
IT team. It enables the UKSC and JCPC to add
new functionality as and when needed, at a fraction of the cost of the previous supplier.
“Dynamics CRM for us was all about agility
and flexibility – being able to interrogate the
system for reporting purposes and develop the
system according to our future requirements
was crucial,” says Brigland. “Additionally, the
Court’s Justices need access to the case management system remotely – whether working out of
their home office, abroad in international courts
– which they are sometimes required to do – or
even on their smartphone ensuring they have the
information they require about individual cases
at the point of need.”
The result is more efficient case management
and improved service delivery for citizens.
“UKSC and JCPC are a flagship for other judicial systems around the world and are frequently visited by international judicial services
to review best IT practice,” says Tim Vernon,
managing director of Optevia. “This project is
one of the most innovative undertaken by any
judicial system anywhere to date.”
Town & Country Housing Group, which provides more than 9,000 homes and works with 22
local authorities, chose Dynamics CRM as part
of an initiative to provide the right tools for its
staff to deliver a seamless, integrated service to
its customers.
Configured alongside Optevia’s Social Housing
Essentials, Dynamics CRM is expected to increase
customer satisfaction and resolve 80% of customer
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The UK Supreme Court
is using Dynamics CRM
to manage its cases

enquiries at first point of contact, thereby reducing
the contact centres call transfer rate by 20%.
In the near future, Dynamics CRM and
Optevia Social Housing Essentials will be rolled
out to support self-service across mobile and the
web helping to reduce in bound calls.
“Our current system focuses on property, not the
customer, and we wanted to reverse that relationship so that everything we do is about our customers,” says project manager Jamie Barker. “Today,
customers are often passed between departments
across different processes and systems – this can
cause bottlenecks and delay in dealing with customer enquiries. There is a lack of data consist-

ency and integration resulting in an inconsistent
approach to how we deal with procedures and
enquiries. Dynamics CRM from Optevia is going
to help us address that by putting our customers at
the heart of everything we do as an organisation.”
Dynamics CRM will collect, sort and integrate
all customer data to provide a complete, single
and accurate view of each customer to ensure
consistent end-to-end delivery of a seamless
service. Ultimately, this will enable the organisations to provide a more joined up service that
is proactive rather than reactive, helping it to
better understand the needs of its customers and
exceed their expectations.
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Safety in
numbers
Private businesses operate the vast proportion of CCTV networks today. To tackle
crime and protect citizens more effectively, governments must collaborate with
them and pool their resources, says Pervez Siddiqui at Genetec
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

A

2013 report by the British Security
Industry Association (BSIA) revealed that
privately-owned CCTV cameras outnumber those owned by the state by as many as 70 to 1.
This means that day to day, the majority of security
cameras watching us are not available to the government and law enforcement agencies for combatting crime and protecting citizens. Instead, they
are busy working to protect their owner’s premises.

“Urban security
is not the
exclusive
domain of law
enforcement”
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This is not just something that’s happening in
the UK. Worldwide, surveillance continues to
be led by citizens and private businesses, rather
than governments.
According to Pervez Siddiqui, director of strategic markets at IP video surveillance specialist
Genetec, what this ultimately means is that surveillance cameras are not being used as effectively as they could be.
“Many organisations have their own cameras, which enable them to carry out surveillance
in areas under their direct control, but unless
a network exists that connects many of these
privately-owned cameras together, you’re not

going to get a 360-degree view of what’s going
on,” he explains. “Businesses, citizens and public organisations need to work together and pool
their resources. After all, urban security is not
the exclusive domain of law enforcement. Together, they can create a security network that,
ultimately, helps to ensure citizen safety.”
Governments can also save costs at the same
time. “Collaborations with the private sector
allow them to take advantage of existing resources, connect them with their own investments and, ultimately, maximise their effectiveness,” says Siddiqui. “There’s no point in
investing in individual cameras that all point in
the same direction; when you don’t have sharing you have over investment.”
Examples of public/private surveillance partnerships do exist, and they’re growing daily.
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In Chicago, the state uses its own cameras, but
it also taps into a network of cameras owned
by other organisations. In a similar effort,
Philadelphia has recently launched its SafeCam
programme, which encourages private camera
owners to voluntarily register their systems with
the city. Already, the programme has helped local law enforcement officials track down many
offenders. But, according to Siddiqui, initiatives
like this are not happening often enough yet.
The problem, he explains, is that these types of
initiative require strong leadership to make them
happen – something which can be quite difficult
when political terms change every few years.
“It takes a lot of work to bring a community
together and the payoff in the near term isn’t
always guaranteed,” he says. “Political leaders
aren’t necessarily in power long enough to see
the projects through, so the rest of the community needs to be involved too. It’s our challenge
as a technology vendor to support them.”
In Brazil, Genetec is currently working with a
neighbourhood association (Sociadade Amigos
Vila Madalena) in Vila Madalena, an area in the
western part of São Paulo, to build a monitoring centre that connects to public and privately
owned cameras in the area, and links up with
Detecta – a crime data aggregation and analysis
platform developed by Microsoft, which is being
used by the government of São Paulo to tackle
crime more effectively.
Once it is up and running, the system will be
capable of pulling together all of the live video
feeds being streamed from hundreds of cameras
in the neighbourhood, giving local authorities
the information they need to respond quickly
to emergency calls, map crime statistics, gather
evidence and more.
For those looking to do something similar,
Siddiqui highlights the importance of thinking
long term. “There’s a lot of technology available
on the market today, so it’s important to choose
wisely,” he says. “It’s now very easy to collect lots
of data, but you must also consider how you
store it and sustain the funding to manage your
security infrastructure as it grows. Don’t forget,
if video evidence is used in court, it must be
stored for a long time. Organisations need to be
able to do that in a cost-effective manner, and
they must be able to add functionality as their
requirements change.”
Cutting across all of this, Siddiqui emphasises
the importance of taking a proactive approach

to privacy. “People are concerned about privacy,
and rightly so. It’s up to organisations to properly
communicate their intent and put in place the
necessary audit trails and permissioning strategies,” he says. “Getting citizens on side also requires a more optimistic outlook. Today, when
they think about urban security, a lot of people
think that it’s about monitoring their movements and catching criminals; it’s a pretty dark
story. The way I look at it is that surveillance
opens up so many opportunities to improve the
services that are being offered to citizens. Governments can use security systems to make environments safer, more vibrant, attractive places to
live. It requires strong leadership to paint what
the possibilities are.”

Genetec’s solutions
help to provide a
360-degree view of
surveillance operations
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PROFILED: PROPERTY EXCHANGE AUSTRALIA

Property transactions
simplified
Working with Avanade, Property Exchange Australia has implemented a solution
based on Microsoft Dynamics AX to automate its core day-to-day business processes

P

roperty Exchange Australia (Pexa), formerly known as the National E
 -Conveyancing
Development, was formed to fulfil a
Council of Australian Government (COAG)
commitment to deliver a national electronic
conveyancing platform to the Australian property industry. The platform allows all participants in a property transaction to lodge and
settle those transactions electronically, creating
major process and time efficiencies.
In time, the Pexa platform will become an essential piece of national infrastructure relied upon in
the property industry. When fully implemented,
it is expected to deliver up to AUS$250 million of
annual savings to the Australian property industry.
Prior to the development of the Pexa platform,
participants in property transactions have had
to complete transactions by undertaking manual processes heavily reliant on paper documents.
This process is highly susceptible to errors and
leads to many settlements not occurring when
promised. Participants also have to physically
attend settlements and there is a lack of transparency because they are not able to easily share
status updates between themselves and the end
customers. Pexa overcomes these issues by creating an electronic workspace that avoids the need
for physical settlement and populates a common
set of documents that can be viewed by all parties.
It also checks electronically with the relevant land
registry that the documents are complete and capable of being lodged so the chances of delays or
issues at settlement are drastically reduced.
Even more significantly, Pexa has worked with
Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) to develop a
world first property settlement solution that enables the electronic movement of funds so that the
vendor will receive their money within minutes or
hours rather than days.
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To support the development of the Pexa platform, the organisation needed to update its financial management solution to interface with
the Pexa platform and be capable of managing
the financial elements of the more than onw
million property transactions considered ‘in
scope’ each year. The financial management
solution had to be able to support the settlement process, the automated processing of
fees and payments to land registries as well
as the general accounting requirements of the
organisation.

P U B L I C S E C TO R

Avanade was chosen to replace Pexa’s financial
management system with a scalable robust solution to meet the complex operational needs of
the business and interconnect stakeholders such
as financial institutions and land registries. The
company was selected based on sound delivery
methodology, a customer-focused approach and
the ability to understand in detail the complex
business requirements for Pexa.
Avanade developed a solution based on Microsoft Dynamics AX to upgrade and automate core
day-to-day business processes including: general
ledger; management reporting and budgeting;
subscriber invoicing; accounts payable, purchase
order management and fixed assets. Avanade’s
breadth and depth of Microsoft expertise allowed
Pexa to leverage an out-of-the-box, cost effective
Microsoft enterprise resource planning software
solution as a foundation to customise, integrate
and scale further as business needs evolve. With
robust and reliable business process workflow,
Avanade optimised the system further to address
complex integrations with financial institutions,
land registries and other third parties.
The newly developed Pexa platform was
delivered in conjunction with Accenture and

interfaces all financial transactions to the financial management system for reporting and
reconciliations transactions at a nominated
date including settlement monies and duties.
Pexa went live in June 2013 allowing banks to
perform transactions online such as new mortgages, mortgage discharges and refinancing.
Victorian practitioners joined the platform in
June 2014 and were able to lodge caveats online. Implementation of the settlement solution
occurred in November 2014 and the roll out of
full functionality across more regions also began. This rollout is scheduled to complete in the
first half of 2015.
“Microsoft Dynamics AX provided a powerful set of tools out-of-the-box and Avanade
then provided additional functionality to address our more complex areas of need, transforming our business from a start-up to one
that is fully enabled to process significant
property transactions, says James Ruddock,
Pexa’s CFO. “What was once paper based is
now digital. We streamline everything online,
even storing receipts as well as invoices. We
are very happy with the system as it is operating and has met our expectations to date.”
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TRACY ISSEL: MICROSOFT

Dubbed the next big disruptor for retail, the internet
of things (IoT) is fast becoming a global phenomenon. And when you see the impact that it’s already
having on the way that we buy, sell, distribute and
market goods, it’s easy to see why so many in the industry are excited about its potential.
From helping to dramatically improve supply chain
efficiencies to changing the way retailers engage with
their customers, you can find out more in this section
about why IoT has the power to unlock new business
opportunities and revenue streams.
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Creating connections

with IoT

Over the past year, the internet of things has become firmly rooted in
retail and hospitality, enabling leaders across the industry to transform
their businesses and create new customer experiences

BY BARB EDSON

O

ver the past 12 months, the internet of
things (IoT) has taken centre stage for
businesses in every industry, and retail is no exception. Retailers are starting with
their own things – their existing data, devices
and services – and transforming everything
from the supply chain through to the customer
experience. And by doing so, they’re opening
up new revenue streams and realising greater
business impact.
When retailers leverage IoT, they can maximise efficiency, reduce time to market, streamline
inventory and supply chain processes, and optimise work streams. They are pushing the boundaries of productivity to enable employees to focus on the things that matter most: the customer,
the future and the bottom line.
Retailers can use IoT to connect products
and services, then extend them to the mobile
channels where customers increasingly spend
their time — and their money.
IoT also enables retailers to deliver more
deeply individualised customer experiences
than ever before. Coca-Cola Amatil (CCA), one
of the largest bottlers of non-alcoholic readyto-drink beverages in the Asia-Pacific region
and one of the world’s top five C
 oca-Cola bottlers, has implemented a system from Microsoft and digital marketing agency TKM9 that
uses interactive digital signage to create an
immersive experience at its beverage coolers.
Customers can take a picture with the integrated webcam, alter their appearances with
different hairstyles and outfits, choose music
and log into Facebook to share the experience.
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They can interact through gesture and touch,
and even use their mobile phones as a remote
control. The solution works with multiple data
streams, including geolocation and facial recognition technology, social media input and
weather services, to personalise the flow of
content to individual customers in real time.
CCA has the potential to use the data collected

R E TA I L A N D H O S P I TA L I T Y

Coca-Cola Amatil,
The Co-operative and
Royal Caribbean are
all using Microsoft
solutions to take
advantage of IoT

to refine product offers and tailor individual
coolers’ content to suit customer preferences.
And IoT can streamline business processes to
enable new efficiencies and raise the standard of
customer service. Royal Caribbean International
worked with PAR and Agilysys to outfit its new
Oasis-class luxury cruise ships — the largest in
the world — with a system that connects ship-

board data and devices to simplify everything
from passenger shopping to equipment maintenance. Food service inspections can be done in
less than half the time, and deeper data analytics
enable staff to identify new ways to personalise
service and offerings for passengers.
As organisations across the industry transform their businesses with IoT, Microsoft is
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Coca-Cola Amatil’s jukebox
vending machine has an
integrated webcam and
sensors, allowing customers
to interact with it

“The past 12 months have seen
extraordinary growth and
change in the IoT industry”
investing heavily in staying one step ahead.
Helping organisations build on existing technology assets, devices and data to derive value
from IoT is a cornerstone of Microsoft’s vision
for the mobile-first, cloud-first enterprise.
Backed by the power of the cloud, solutions
built on Azure IoT services enable enterprises
to realise new levels of flexibility, customisation, collaboration and scalability.
Qualified retailers looking to learn more
about Azure IoT services can attend a Quick
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Start session, a half-day workshop that offers
not just information but the first steps of an actionable plan. Participants will walk away with
tools and frameworks to start increasing efficiency, enabling innovation and transforming
your business right away.
Overall, I really believe that we’re changing
the game for retailers, enabling new heights
in productivity, profitability and possibility in this m
 obile-first, cloud-first world.
The past 12 months have seen extraordinary
growth and change in the IoT industry, and I
believe that we’ll see even more change in the
year to come.
Barb Edson is general manager of internet of
things and big data at Microsoft
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EVENT

NRF’s
2015 Big
Show
After running for more than a
century, National Retail Federation’s
(NRF) Big Show remains a flagship
event for retailers worldwide. Susan
Newman at the organisation tells us
why this year’s event will be bigger
and better than ever before

N

RF’s Annual Convention and Expo
earned the nickname ‘Retail’s Big Show’
years ago and because the name was so
appropriate, it stuck. Today, the show is NRF’s
flagship industry event held annually in New
York City. Taking place over four days, it offers
education, collegial networking, and an enormous expo hall full of technologies and solutions.
This year’s show is set to be bigger and better than
ever before, with a number of new additions that
will appeal to delegates. “We work hard each year
to improve the customer experience by responding to feedback and reviewing new processes and
technologies,” explains Susan Newman, NRF’s
senior vice president of conferences and marketing. “Our biggest change in 2015 is the addition
of an Expo day. For the first time we will open the
Expo on Sunday. This will allow attendees more
time to see the amazing products and technologies
on show. It will also allow retailers who can’t get
away from their office during the week to preview
what technologies are heading their way.”
With the theme of the ‘Big P
 icture’, this year’s
event will look at the industry from many perspectives, covering both the big picture of the
industry as a whole but also gaining the specific
insights from those who are actively changing the
face of the industry. “One topic that will be covered is the building of brands around passionate
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fans and creating immersive experience-based
strategies in the sports industry,” explains Newman. “Many sports teams are using big data to
deliver a new level of personalised experience
for their followers. Speakers for this topic include
Paraag Marathe, president of the San Francisco
49ers, and John Collins, COO of the NHL.”
Other topics that will be prominent include the
growth of online and mobile commerce, how
shoppers, retailers and suppliers engage with
one another, and developing a more integrated
approach that places digital at the heart of the

“We work hard each year to
improve the customer experience”
modern retail shopping experience. Confirmed
speakers include: Chip Bergh, president and
CEO of Levi Strauss & Co; Terry Jones, founder
of Travelocity and chairman of Kayak.com; Tony
Bartle, president of GameStop; Stacey Allaster,
CEO of the Women’s Tennis Association; and
Alison Kenney Paul, vice chairman and US retail
leader at Deloitte.

VIEWPOINT

R E TA I L

Winning in
transition
D AV E AY L I N G : C M S C O M P U T E R S

The choice when faced with an emerging product category such as
tablet computing is not if you enter the market, but simply how you
choose your offering

P

rior to the 2014 holiday season, we had
seen the resurgence of Windows 8.1, a
massive entry into ARM’s market space
by Intel and consolidation of manufacturers in
the Android market space. All of these interested parties had been beating a path to retailers’
doors pressing their agenda. This meant that
planning for all but the biggest category purchases is extremely difficult.
So when Asda, a UK grocer and part of the
Walmart Group, wanted to work on a Black
Friday tablet deal with the Microsoft UK Retail
team, it was a channel partner that was in the
best position to deliver the required product.

“Packaging, point of sale and
placement were all fast tracked, and
a Black Friday deal was born”
CMS Computers is a local original equipment
manufacturer dedicated to supplying the channel in the UK and, given its position in the global
supply chain, was best placed to fulfil this opportunity. CMS also has a proven track record delivering Windows projects into retail. In fact, it has
supplied tens of thousands of units to Argos and
Virgin Media for seasonal offers.
When we were approached by Microsoft to
tender a solution for this evident gap in the
holiday line-up, it was June and we were at
the Computex Taipei tradeshow. Our tablet
PC model was still at design verification test

stage, the supply chain was not in place and
there were no commercials agreed.
As soon as the whole team was back in the
UK, work began on the commercial proposition with Asda, dealing not only with the commercials of the product but also fast tracking
the supplier relationship between us. In parallel, the supply chain, technical, marketing and
customer services functions needed to bring a
product together.
A new contract manufacturer needed verifying, a brand need to be created and trademarked, the product needed progressing to
product verification test stage, and the software
layer had to be localised and tested. The long
and short of it was that packaging, point of sale
and placement were all fast tracked, and a Black
Friday deal was born.
The result of this exercise was the production
of 10,000 units of the Zoostorm SL8, a 7.5-inch
Windows 8.1 tablet that came with a one-year
subscription to Office 365 Personal, which was
rolled out across stores nationwide in time for
the Black Friday weekend.
For Asda, it had seen a gap in the market and
was able to fill it at a stock commitment level it
was comfortable with by using a channel partner
to win in market transition. For Microsoft, it was
the opportunity to bring Windows into a market space previously dominated by Android and
prove the desire for Windows is still strong.
Dave Ayling is commercial manager
at CMS Computers
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RBTE 2015
RBTE is one of Europe’s largest and fastest growing retail solutions events. Now in its
fourth year, it provides a platform for retailers to find out about the best tools, advice
and inspiration to improve customer engagement, sales and bottom line. Matt Bradley
tells us what’s in store this year

R

etail Business Technology Expo has
grown significantly both in size and
stature over the past four years, culminating in last year’s event being hailed as the
most successful to date. With 8,642 attendees
walking through its doors – an increase of
over 20% compared to the 2013 event – the
conference and workshop programme saw all
sessions playing to packed theatres.
Matt Bradley, the event’s director, believes
that, in an increasingly digital world, expos
like this have become absolutely critical.
“Face-to-face selling and networking opportunities are vital and completely irreplaceable in
an industry such as this,” he says. “Retailers are
investing in extended relationships that could
last for tens of years. There is absolutely no way
such an agreement can be brokered over the
phone or online. It’s all about meeting, talking
through issues and establishing trust. RBTE
not only gives visitors the opportunity to meet
with new suppliers, but the chance to look,
touch, feel and understand the solutions.”
This year’s RBTE has, again, raised the bar.
Confirmed speakers include: Therese Proctor,
chief personnel officer at Tesco Bank; Alex
Chruszcz, senior director of insight, pricing
and data at Asda; and Kevin O’Brien, IT director at Selfridges, to name but a few.
“Two dedicated conference theatres will see
some of retail’s greatest and most inspiring
leaders debating the future of the industry and
the tricks and tips they have used for continued growth and success,” says Bradley. “And a
massive 300 plus exhibitors will showcase the
newest and most innovative end-to-end solutions that will help retailers to transform their
businesses. We’re also putting a major focus
on innovation, with industry experts pre
selecting their top picks which will form the
Innovation Trail throughout the show.”
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The event will also see the launch of Retail
 esign Expo (RDE). “Focused on the retail deD
sign, marketing and visual merchandising sectors, the response to RDE has been overwhelming,” Bradley says. “Co-located with RBTE,

“Face-to-face selling and
networking opportunities are vital”
it’s packed with market leading suppliers and
thought-leading speakers from around the globe.
Given the seamless nature of in-store design and
technology, our aim is to fill the current void that
exists for all the many collaborating partners. It’s
impossible not to be very excited.”

INTERVIEW

R E TA I L

Broadening horizons
Building on the strength of its relationship with Microsoft, K3 Retail is looking to extend its
ax|is fashion solution to more retailers worldwide. Tony Bryant details the company’s vision
and explains its plans to develop capabilities for other retail segments too
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

S

ince it launched its fashion solution, ax|is
fashion, in November 2013, K3 Retail’s business has gone from strength to strength. In
July 2014, the multi-channel technology solutions
provider won the UK Microsoft Dynamics ISV
of the Year award. Shortly after that, it gained —
Microsoft global independent solution vendor
(GISV) status, making it one of only 25 companies
worldwide to do so, and the first Microsoft Dynamics AX GISV partner for the fashion sector to
be invited to be part of the exclusive programme.
According to Tony Bryant, who has recently
been promoted to the role of strategic business
development director at K3 Retail, the GISV
accreditation couldn’t have come at a better time
for the company. “This new status shows that
Microsoft recognises our expertise and believes
in the global potential of our product,” he says.
K3’s ax|is fashion solution is already being
adopted by a number of high-profile retailers,
including Seasalt, Charles Tyrwhitt and Ted
Baker. Now, with the GISV status under its belt,
K3 is looking to bring the solution to more customers worldwide and serve retailers of all sizes
– from enterprise to retail essentials.
“We’re in the strongest position we’ve ever been
to serve retailers end to end,” says Bryant. “Before,
we largely covered the mid-market segment, but
now we’re able to scale up to meet the demands
of large, international, multi-faceted businesses or
scale down to serve customers with a single store.”
This extended scope aligns with the company’s new ‘One K3 Retail’ vision, which involves
it pulling together all of its products, expertise,
services and support across the group to become
a global retail expert. “Our vision means we will
have greater global penetration, a greater ability
to support our customers, and more opportunities to drive efficiencies across our own business
too,” says Bryant.

“We’re in a strong
position to
grow our global
presence”

K3 also has plans to develop further enriched
solutions for other retail market segments.
“We spent a lot of time and effort creating a
seamless, end-to-end solution that is fit for fashion,” explains Bryant. “But we also realise that
this functionality can be transferred to other
niche verticals, so we are now exploring what the
next global proposition is for the ‘ax|is’ journey,
and assessing how our solution can help across
the retail landscape with the initial focus on
home/lifestyle, DIY and trade segments.”
As the company continues to broaden its portfolio and its reach, Bryant is confident in K3’s
ability to serve its customers better than ever before. “So far, we’ve succeeded in getting K3 recognised as the ‘go to’ retail partner in Microsoft
and the partner community,” he explains. “Now,
we’re in a strong position to grow our global
presence and engage with even larger businesses.
It’s a very exciting time for us.”
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Designing
digital stores
Peter Cherna at Scala explains how understanding the data generated by in-store
devices can help retailers to expand their digital signage solutions and create an
engaging customer experience
BY REBECCA GIBSON

D

elivering a truly engaging in-store experience for customers can be challenging.
Today, many retailers provide sales associates with connected devices and implement
self-service kiosks, digital signage, sensors and
beacons in stores to offer more information to
customers and personalise interactions.
However, Peter Cherna, chief product officer
at Scala, warns that simply deploying new technologies in stores does not guarantee an in-store
concept that truly engages with customers on a
compelling and genuinely personal level.
“Today’s customers have easy and instant access
to vast resources of information, so retailers must
prioritise their needs and expectations, and all
in-store capabilities and experiences must be integrated to support these journeys,” says C
 herna.
“Retailers can easily use technology to create an
interactive customer service, but if they don’t
identify what tools and devices will enable them
to create a strong bond between their brand and
customers, they will just deliver an annoying,
intrusive and overly familiar in-store experience
that alienates, rather than engages, customers.”
Instead, Cherna recommends that retailers explore how to analyse the vast amount of data generated by each of these devices to fully understand
how technology can be used to engage customers.
“Sensors and in-store beacons can certainly help
retailers to track various metrics, while in-store
devices are great for collecting individual customer data, but all of this information is useless if they
don’t know how to understand it” says Cherna.
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“By deploying an analytics tool that ties together
all of their in-store devices, retailers can identify
how best to provide detailed product descriptions,
reviews, competitive pricing information, promotions and more – whether they do this via sales
associates’ devices, wall-mounted digital screens,
or even the customers’ own mobile devices.”
Designed as both a product and a platform,
Scala EXP enables retailers to collect and analyse
data from their digital signage solutions and devices, allowing them to develop an engaging and
interactive in-store customer experience. Connected to Scala’s existing enterprise systems and
digital signage tools – which run on Microsoft
Azure and Windows Embedded – the solution
allows retailers to build out new and more meaningful in-store experiences.
Scala EXP has been developed with standard
application programming interfaces so the entire
ecosystem can be implemented on a wide range
of devices and integrated with various media
endpoints, sensors, controls and data streams as
they are developed.
“Scala EXP bridges the gap between the interactive, customer-centric services that are available
online and all of the immersive devices retailers
want to deploy in the store,” explains Cherna. “The
solution’s cloud-based server also features advanced
analytics capabilities, highlighting patterns in consumer behaviour to help retailers to better understand how deploying certain technologies can improve the customer experience, increase the sales of
a particular product, reduce wait times, or more.”

R E TA I L

Due to launch in the first half of 2015, S cala EXP
has been piloted by several retailers to explore
how it can be used to rapidly deliver new in-store
experience concepts. Cherna says: “One retailer
wanted to increase the number of customers visiting a certain area of the store, so we used the
features of EXP to devise a location-based treasure hunt system that rewards customers who
head to that part of the store.”
As the retail industry continues to become
increasingly customer-centric, Cherna believes
Scala EXP will help many retailers to implement
new forms of digital signage solutions that interact with customers in a more personalised and
compelling way.
While wall-mounted screens will be used to
display important or general information to numerous customers at the same time – such as
via menu boards in restaurants, or timetables
in train stations – Cherna predicts that smartphones and tablets will increasingly play a central role in more intimate settings.
“Mobile devices used by sales associates are far
more appropriate than wall screens when customers are asking about specific products or brands,”
he explains, adding that mobiles may be used to
control wall-mounted screens. “As they become
more mobile-centric, digital signage solutions
will evolve from a simple screen on a wall to encompass the whole digital in-store experience and
engagement concept – that’s what we aim to support with the new Scala EXP solution.”

“Digital signage solutions will evolve from
a simple screen on a wall to encompass
the whole digital in-store experience”
Indeed, as both a product and a platform, Scala
EXP offers Scala, its partners and its customers
the opportunity to build out a wide range of new
solutions from within a single ecosystem.
“We can enable customers to leverage an existing
solution from Scala EXP, or we can quickly extend
the ecosystem and integrate more capabilities to
help them develop complete digital signage solutions that will enable them to achieve their customer engagement goals,” says Cherna. “Scala is dedicated to exploring how we can help our customers
produce world-class, memorable retail experiences
that lead to better sales revenues, more engaged
staff and ultimately, happier customers.”
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Planning ahead
Through its retail planning solutions, JustEnough Software helps retailers worldwide
effectively plan their assortments and inventory, and make accurate forecasts

J

Mountain Sports
and 99 Cents Only
Stores have both
rolled out JustEnough
solutions in 2014
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ustEnough Sofware is a provider of demand
management solutions for retail, wholesale
and direct-to-consumer businesses. Through
its technology, which is based on the M
 icrosoft
technology stack and fully integrates with

Microsoft Dynamics, the company meets the planning needs of many of the world’s leading brands.
Two new customers include Eastern Mountain
Sports and 99 Cents Only Stores, which have recently gone live with JustEnough’s retail planning
solutions to improve the way they handle their stock
as well as enhance their forecasting capabilities.
Eastern Mountain Sports, an outdoor clothing and equipment retailer in the US, chose
JustEnough’s retail planning solution to better plan
and forecast for its 68 stores and e-commerce site.
The company was acquired in 2012 by V
 ersa
Capital Management, which also owns Bob’s
Stores, a long-time JustEnough customer
that has realised significant results with the
JustEnough solution. Prior to the acquisition,
Eastern Mountain Sports had an outdated system that was not equipped with the planning
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capabilities the company needed to ensure inventory was in the right place at the right time
for its customers.
“There was no question when Eastern Mountain
Sports was acquired that we would select the
JustEnough solution for its planning needs because of our experience with J ustEnough at Bob’s
Stores,” says Kerry Muricchio, director of allocation and analysis at Bob’s Stores and Eastern
Mountain Sports. “We are confident that with
the JustEnough solution we will attain our goal
of increased sales and margin through improved
inventory turns and in-stocks.”
US price-point retailer 99 Cents Only
Stores, meanwhile, has rolled out JustEnough
Demand Forecasting, Inventory Planning and

Replenishment to achieve its goal of centralising replenishment. Based on the success of the
implementation, it is now deploying JustEnough
Allocation and Store Clustering to further improve store in-stock levels and drive sales.
“With JustEnough Demand Planning, we centralised the replenishment function to better
standardise assortments and manage in-stocks,”
says Joshua Nugent, the retailer’s supply chain
IT director. “This in turn will allow for improved product placement and fewer stock-outs
for new and promotional products across our
362 stores.”

P R O F I L E D : M A L M Ö AV I AT I O N

Reliable F
performance
Swedish airline Malmö Aviation is putting tablets
in the hands of its pilots to transform data
capture on flights, boosting job satisfaction and
helping to enhance operations
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uel is possibly the biggest headache for the
airline industry. It’s the largest operational
expenditure, so anything that can lighten
the load of an aircraft and lower consumption
is welcome. This is why passenger luggage is so
carefully weighed and even pilots’ hand baggage
scrutinised. Historically, pilots have had little option but to carry large trolleys onto planes with
documentation and regulations describing route
plans and emergency procedures. But thankfully
this is changing with the development of electronic flight bags (EFBs).
MalmÖ Aviation in Sweden is one company
that has decided to roll out EFBs. The timing was
perfect since the organisation was purchasing
new aircraft from Bombardier to supersede its
existing AVRO fleet. At the time of the project,
the airline had also begun standardising its IT
on Dell technology and so MalmÖ Aviation approached Dell for a possible solution.
After talking to the IT solution provider, M
 almÖ
Aviation decided to implement Dell tablets –

R AV
R E TA I L A N D H O S P ITTA
L I TE YL

backed by Dell OEM Solutions – as part of an
EFB solution that also includes navAero devices.
Dell has extensive experience with the aviation
industry and provides a complete set of services,
including Dell ProSupport for OEM, around the
commercial-grade navAero tablet, which runs on
Microsoft Windows 8.0 Professional.
“We saw that Dell OEM would ensure our tablet devices complied with regulations such as the
DO-160G industry accreditation,” says Anderz
Forzelius, captain and flight department IT officer at MalmÖ Aviation. “We could also rely on
Dell OEM to understand our business priorities
and interest in EFB solutions.”
Things are different at MalmÖ Aviation today.
The airline is now using Dell Latitude 10 tablets
on three aircraft that didn’t already have a navAero EFB operating. Currently, the airline is looking
to update the tablets to Dell Venue 11 Pro tablets.
“We believe the Dell tablets are a key part of
our EFB programme. They’re helping pilots work
more effectively on the ground and will eventu-

ally support all areas of flight operations,” says
Forzelius. Feedback from pilots has been unanimous. “They love the Dell tablets. I regularly get
pilots dropping by and saying how much easier
they are to work with.”
The tablets are delivering reliable performance day in and day out. Each one comes with
Windows 8.0 Professional, OEM support, spare
batteries and business-grade security. “The
support for our Dell tablets is very good,” says
Forzelius. “They are very stable and if something goes wrong they are simple to replace.”
The information gathered via the tablets is crucial to the airline’s operations. They help create
reports based on flight data, which are fed into
the central systems. Staff then use the reports
to determine operations like fuel procurement
and scheduling. “It’s all crucial information,”
says Forzelius. “Because our Dell OEM tablets
are helping us capture so much data quickly and
with far fewer errors, our performance as an airline will continue to improve.”

Malmö Aviation is using
navAero and Dell tablets
to capture flight data,
helping it to save costs
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THE LAST WORD

A connected future
As the internet of things continues to make its mark on businesses across every industry,
Denise Lund, research director at IDC, tells us what lies ahead for the phenomenon
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

What are the biggest opportunities that the
internet of things (IoT) presents?
What we hear from enterprises around the
globe is that the IoT solutions they are implementing bring them cost savings, improved
customer service – due to improved data on
hand – and faster decision making. Some enterprises even report being able to generate
new revenue streams due to IoT.
What challenges do businesses face in terms of
leveraging IoT and dealing with the massive
amount of data being generated by devices?
This is a great question. Managing proactively
for network capacity, mitigating vulnerabilities
in the IoT system all the way out to the edge
devices, and determining the nature of the IoT
analytics engine required are three of the fundamental challenges that businesses face. In
fact, IDC’s IoT and security expert teams expect vulnerability attacks to become one of the
IT industry’s major challenges as large amounts
of valuable data will be stored at the edge of the
network infrastructure.
What can be done to address this?
Generally speaking, having roadmaps that have
IoT data volume and other such triggers anticipated mapped to investment strategies that will
accommodate the capacity and security changes required will go a long way to keep IoT delivering smoothly to the business. Specifically,
IT will need to invest in keeping up with the
security improvements and other technology

that will enable wide-scale virtualisation and
software-driven device management.
Can you highlight some of the more exciting
ways that IoT is being used at the moment?
Just about all of it is exciting. There’s a lot of interest from enterprises around the globe to bring
efficiencies to customer service, product timeto-market, energy management and even keep
their own industrial machinery up and running.
According to IDC’s 2014 IoT Survey, 60% of enterprises globally view IoT as strategic to their
business. When it comes to government, there is
a lot of excitement around public-facing solutions
such as connected cities and IoT-infused healthcare. Then, add to that the excitement around
connected cars. Nearly every major service provider has some sort of play in the connected car
or smart goods market. So not only are these
vendors happy because they’re generating new
revenue through new products and services, but
they’re making consumers happy too!
How will IoT evolve in the years to come?
As a globe of businesses and consumers,
we are just at the beginning of understanding what a world of IoT-connected solutions can do for us. With nearly one-fifth of
the population expected to be millennials by
2018, we are clearly heading to a world where
a connected culture will be the norm and
data-driven experiences will become
part and parcel of our work and
personal lives.

“We are just at the beginning of
understanding what a world of
IoT-connected solutions can do for us”
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streaming data into a faster qualifying time?

Dell’s Intelligent Data Solutions help a Formula 1TM team gain an edge.
With an intelligent storage management platform, Dell helps an F1 team
turn data into insights into a faster car. By analyzing data trackside,
the team can make real-time decisions that improve the car’s in-race
performance. To see how we can help solve your most important
business challenges visit dell.com/domore

The F1 FORMULA 1 Logo, F1, FORMULA 1, FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP, GRAND PRIX and related
marks are trade marks of Formula One Licensing BV, a Formula One group company. All rights reserved.
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